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Abstract
Three sets of experimen ts with small fishing vessel mode ls in Ili;IS{' d ,,\)lIIli'I UI1
were conducted at the tow ing ta nk of Memorial University of Newfouudlaud. ,\
simul ation of the asymmet ric rolling motion of one o( the models ill h",l l11 waves
witho ut forward speed was also performed.
The first set of experimen ts was carried out wit h three HshiuF; Vt~ss" 1 1I111, 1" ls
denoted by M363, M365 a nd M366 to measure tht~ fall ,lampil1.l\: . Ilulld rl't1s of ,1.,";,.\"
cu rves were obtained from free roll test s for t ile analysis o( b i il..~t·.1 mil d a lll l' i ll ~
coefficient. The E nergy A IIProll r:h developed by lI ilfJ,lara [101 was nll"lil ',1 in l Ilt'
ana lysis. Th e result s show thM t he ncndimcnsionn l equivalent Iiueur da1l1p i n~
coefficient ( I>increases line arly with average am plilll tk· (If roll ;U1 gll·. T in' dr"I ,t uf
bias angle on roll dampi ng varies from model to lll(j(Jd, ln 1.111' c'a ~e of :-'I:Uili , (, -:
increases linearly with bias angle. The same tendenc y is SlX' II for J\1:lIiTJ when its roll
amp litude is larger than t ell degrees . However, ( ,,. dccrciL~cs with " i lL~ 1I11 g11· wll1'l1
t he roll amplitude is lower than ten degrees . In the c ,1.~C of M:lli;l, l lw ,Jallll' ill~
coefficient ( E shows a nonlinear rela tionship with bias angle for [ow roll alliplilud, ·,
i.e. (E decreases wit h bias angle first , then increases, Fur l lJ(~ lilrge roll ;lIliplit lltl,-,
( E increase with bias angle almost linearly.
The second set of experiments was carried cut with M:i6:J in rl!glll'1T 11' ~11ll 1
waves without forward spe ed. Th e model WBS tethered in dr ift ILIl'I yaw hilt ill!
ot her modes were free. The model was set under two different h i ,1.~ cOlldiLhms iIl.d
was tested both biased towards th e wave sou rce (wave maker) and a way from tIlt!
wave sou rce. The results indicate that the effect of bia.s ang le is pret ty s l i ~l lt.
T ile last set of experiments was performed also with )'f36·1in beam waves with-
nut forward speed but 1I1e model was rest rained through a pivot in every mode
()xr.cpt(or roll. Tile pivot was placed at the model's rolf center in the first group
ur tests; {or the second group of tests, the pivot Wag transve rsely moved to a new
posit ion whose t ransverse coordinate is the model's act ual center of grav ity and
vertical coordinate was unchanged. The results can he summarized as follows.
When t he model was biased towards the wave source the roll amplitude was
much larger, compared with when the model was biased away from the wave source
or under 110 bias coudltlon.
III the frequency domain. th e roll amplitudes show a st rong resonan t phe-
nomenon when the model is biased towards the wave source or under no bias
condition, 0 11 the other hand, the curve of toll ampli tude with respect to the
wave (rl"(IHcIiCY is fairly flat when thc model is biased away from the wave source.
T he fl~Sll lls do not reflect any significant effect of pivot position. This is believed
10 be due to the very small dist ance between t wo pivot positions,
T he results from t he simulat ion of t he rolling motion of the biased M363 under
restr ained conditions show reasonable agreement with ex perimental result s, espe-
cially for the tendency of roll amplitudes with respect to t he wave frequency, It is
also indicated by the simulatio n t hat not only bias and wave direction but rest raints
arc Iactors which make t he roll amp litude large when the model is biased towards
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 G eneral Introduct ion
During the pes t twenty years, many aspects of ships' rollmotions 1I, IYe ht'I~1l
stud ied extensi vely. However, one aspect did not draw muchatu-ntion: ;\syllllTlC'1.rir
roll motio n and th e effect of bias on roll damping . Asy mmet ric roll motion usually
results when a ship suffers a biased condition as a resul t of icing, nouuulform IVI'iAll
distribution. etc .. This is par ticularly importan t ill t he C,ISC or a lishillg vessel I,,··
cause of the ever changing loading conditio n. T he charac teristics of asyll lllld rk
roll motion are very different from that of symmetr ic roll motion. Under n ·rl.ain
circumsta nces, an unfavourab le loading conditio n ill addi tion 1.0 ;1I 1 V1~ rsc envlrun-
mental conditions may result in larg asym metric roll morton nnd may le;ul lo .~ h i l'
loss.
Roll damping plays a significant role in bolll sy mmetric ,11111 aSylllllld ril: roll
motion. In fact , it is one of the most irnport.antlerms in the equilt ioll of rollmotion.
However, very little is known abo ut the effect of bias angle on roll dlllll p i l1 ~ . T his
st udy is meant to pave t he way for further st udy of roll damping 'Iud w I] tlIlJtiou
for a shi p in 11.biased condit ion.
The present study consists of three parts. First, an investigation of roll damping
fur b ill.~f!d ship medela. Details of this worlt will be shown in Chapter 2. Second. a
series of experiments were conducted to study the effect of bias angle on roll motion
of a fishing vessel model in beam waves. This will be presented in Chapter L Last ,
Chapte r ,j will present a numerical simulation of the asymmetri c roll mot ion of a
biascrl ship model in beam waves.
1.2 Methodology
Given the appropriate information about a ship and the seaway, one can predict
heave and pitch mot ions to a remarkable degree of accuracy without recourse to
model tests or empi rical data . Two moderate lateral-plane motions, sway and yaw,
call also be predicted with reasonable accuracy. However, when one tries to predict
roll Illation, one realizes that roll motion is quite different from these motions.
Heave and pitch are not sensitive to the ellccts of fluid viscosity. Roll motion, on
t he othe r hand, is extreme ly sensitive to viscosity effects, especially to viscosity-
induced now separation II]. A maj or factor which cont ributes to the difficulty in
predict ion of roll motion is the lack of accurate estim ates for damping parameters
[21 ·
,\ biased condition of a ship makes the matter ma rc complicated because of the
complex effect of bias on roll damping and consequently on roll motion (3](4]. For
tlle5(' reasons, empirical and semi-empirical methods play and willcontinue to play
an important role in the Icrmulatlo n of roll damping and prediction of roll motions,
especially when roll motion is asymmetric. It is also Cor these reasons tha~ t he
present study was undertaken with special emphasis on experimental aspects.
In current pra ctice, there exist t wo major cat cgoclcs of l'xpl'r ilHl'lllall1 ll'lhmb
to det ermine roll damping, The first one is known i\~ the /'iHYnl U"U TI',~I, TIll'
second one is known by various names: Uofl Decremel1t 'I'r. ,.;t , i'rrc UI.1I 'I',.,~I Ill' fi n
Decay Test, etc., Spouge [5J gave a definition and explanntion of tl ll'SI' two merh",ls
in de tail. Here we only present a brief description.
The Forced Roll Test, as the name implies. involves applying i~ pure sinusuhlnl
roll moment to the mode l. The response of the model can then Iw rcrunlcd fur llit'
given exciting mo ment, Th us, the values of roll damping moment COlli Ill!,ldl'rmiul',1
easily, Methods for t he analysis of datu from th is ty pe of 1.cs1. call hI' fO!1l1t1 ill
refe rence (,5).
The Free Roll Tesl is carr ied out by giving the model an initi al heel allg ll~ ill st ill
wat er, and the n releasing it, The model will roll freely. In ol.hl'r worrls, tln- " " '1' / '
Rolf Tes/ is analogue to a free vihrat ion induced by an initial disjlhll'l'ull'lll. Tht,
response is recorded and roll dam ping can be idcnt.ificd hy any Ollf' of til<' l1l<'thu,Js
which wi1J be dis cussed la ter in this chapter .
Free and forced roll tests can be carried cut with the model Free to move i ll six
degrees of freedo m, We will refer to t hese tests as t he Unl' f'slrajllnl 'I'r.8I ,~, The ll ~l s
can also be carried out with the model rest rained against motion ill SIJUW dl'~n~'s
of freedom, We will refer tc t his class of tests as Il t .'il rni flr;d 'I'r.,~I,~, Huth resl.millt~, l
and unrestra ined tests were used in t he literature for roll damplng monsureureus.
In the present study, bot h the Unres trained and Il tBlra inr.tl 'I'/',~I,~ wen! I:arril!ll uut
for the measurement of roll mot ion or the model ill beam waves, However, rUI"
determining roll damping only Ullreslrain ed '1'e,~ I ,~ were condu cted in still water.
According lo Spccgc (5). the Forced /loll 7'r.,~1 would give a more accurate ,·sLi·
mate of mil damp ins because the test can be continued unt il the model's response
is steady. However. because the Forccd Rolf Tes! involves using a heavy and I"r!e
inst rument, called a Roll Moment CCllcralor it is fairly doubtfu l t hat th is method
is suitable for small models, like those used in the present st udy. It is believed
tha t the FrT.c Roll Test givcs a bette r cslimate of clampin! in the case of moderate-
amplitude roll of a small ship model. Therefore the FlU Roll Test technique wu
chosen for the present study of roll damping.
Tile study of asymmetric roll motion in beam waves has been carried out both
analytically and experimenta lly. The purpose of the wave test is to determine the
ship's roll mot ion. Because the effect '•• viscosity on roll motio n makes the prcdlc-
tion and simulation difficulL , empirical methods are still necessary for the research
in this field. For a ship under a biased condition, roll motion may have dirr'!rent
chara.cteristiCli and becomes more difficult to predict or simulate. Therefore, two
series of wave tests .....ere carried out in the present study. One is for the study of
tile cITed or bias allgle on roll motion of a model without rest raint in sway and
heave. The other is carried out with the model rest rained in heave and sway. It is
oxpeeted that t he results obtained from these two series of tests will reveal some
information on the elTect of bias and restr aints.
Altbough it is difficult . simulat ion is still a way to gain further understa nding
of the mechanism of asymmetric roll motion. A biased condit ion of a ship does
1I0t only AlTect the hydrodynamic Iorcce in roll mode but it also induces coupling
of roll molion with ot her modes. It is difficult to ide ntify these couplings through
experiment. However, simulat ion sometimes can shed some light on this problem.
In addition, a simulat ion is helpful for the understanding of the effect of the re-
straints. Thus, a simulation was also carried out and will be p rt,,<t'llh~ 1 in ('11'11110'[
.1.
1.3 Methods for Identifying R oll Damping
During the past decade, many methods have been prt'~cllll't i for ill1'nti fyinl!.
ship' s roll da mping coefficient s. These meth ods can he divlded into two main
categories. The first uses th e metho d of slowly \',lryillg parameters, known as
Averaging Technique of Krylov and Bogoliuhov [6) [7) 18). Tho second liSt'S IItt'
Perturbation Technique [9].
Dalzell [6J used the method of slowly varying parame ters tc Iin,1 au t'quaLitlll
for the rate or decay of the peaks or t he roll decay curve it :1 1\ funct ion IIf I.lw ,l'll1l1"
Ing moment paramete rs. lie was then able to idl'llt iry lllt'se rmra HlcLl'r~ 1I,wulth
the usc or a least squares technique. Haddara [7] uscll a stndl i\st it: w rsiull nf till'
same procedure to identi fy the parameters or different diUnping models, irwlll.lin!!,
angle dependent compone nts. T his met hod is relatively l!11.~Y to <l1'1.ly iUI.1 usu-
ally yields fairly accurate result s for velocity dependen t r-ompouuuts of dilllll'irrg
moment. However, t his technique is only suited for t he iUlalysis of data or il sllip
having linear right ing arm curves [i.c. GZ curves) which is unrealis tic I !S PI ~d illly
when large rolling motion is considered.
Rober ts IS] , using an energy a pproach int roduced a loss fuuctiou which is rdal" d
to the amplitu de or roll motion , a nd th e paramet ers or the roll IJamp il1g mUIIII!lIt.. I l l ~
used experimenta l values obtain ed for t he loss function to ident ify t im para lJ lli l"r.~
in the roll damping moment by means of a least squares te chnique . T his IJIt~tlJOd is
suitable for ships having slighl ly nonlinear restori ng moment . However, because tile
a.vcra.gingtechnique was used this method also fails to identify the angle dependent
components or the same order of magnitude as the velocity dependent components.
Mathiesen and Price [91 used a perturb ; ' ion series to approximate the free roll
motion of a ship. T his method is based on the assumpt ion tha t t he nonlinear
motion is a small pert urbation of the linear motion. Thus , the resu lts obta ined
t1.~ing this method are only valid for small ncnlh.earit ies. T he method is capable of
dealing with only simple forms of damping moment.
All of the above mentioned methods share one disadvantage. They all depend
on the measu rements and fit ti ng of the damping moment form to the peak values of
the rolld ecay curve [26]. Therefore, they require large number s of these peak values
1.0 ohtaln reasonably accurate results. T his means that relatively long roll decay
curves mllst he recorded. For a model with large dampin g, it is hard to ohtain
enough decay cycles. In addition, the accuracy is quite doubtrul for the latt er part
o[ t he roll decay curve, i.c. the part with small amplitudes.
Bass and lIaddara (101 presented two techniques named DEF1T and Energy
Approach. DEFJ7'is a parameter identificat ion technique. It is based on fitt ing
the exper imental data to the solution of an assumed differential equation . Energy
Appr-oach is predicated on the equivalence of the rate of change of the total energy
or the,system and the ra te of energy dissipation in the dampi ng. These two methods
do not depend solely on the peak values of the decay curve but can use the values
of the whole curve. Due to its distinc t advantages the Energy Approachwas chosen
for the analysis of roll dccey curves in the present study. A brief outline of thi s
method is given here.
The differential equa tion describing the motion of a ship rolling freely in calm
water ca n be wr itt <'TI lUI :
.; + S(o.';1+ RiO) =0 l U I
where o dcnotes roll angle, N(o.6) represents ~hc tb,11l11ing m" ml'lItlll'r unir ,'irlll;.1
moment of inerria, and R(6 ) is t he rcstoring moment pt'r uult \·irLLI.,I I1l11IllI'nt uf
ine rt ia, Dots over the variable denote different iatio n with res pec t to t unc.
Multiplying equation (1.1) by 6and rearranging, one gel)!
11:2)
where
Let
V(I ) =~.;, +C(o)
and
1/(1) = V(I + JII - VII)
equa tion (1.2) can be rewritt en as
1/(1) = - /. " " N(o. ';) JJ, (U)
Equation (1.3) implies tha~ t he loss in the tct al energy of 1I1f: ship ,lnrilll; .. tin,..
dl is equal to th e energy dissipated by t he damping moment dur inAll)f~ Silll lf ~ p" riml
of time. The different forms for ~hc dam ping moment dlsc ussed ill the li ll!ml ll Tl ~
can he summa rized as folio.... ..[ll ]:
Linear plus linea.r a.ngle dependent
( 1..1)
Linear plus qlllldr"t ic anIle dependen t
Linear plus qllad ral ic veloc ity dependent
Llnear plus cu bic velocity dependent
whcre w.. is the natur al frequency, ( is t he nondimenaicnallincar darnping coefficient
and t:i. i = 1•.. •, 4 arc measu res of t he nonlinearity. For anyone of these forms
equation (1.3) can beexp ressed as
1/(1) =(I U,{I ) +,.U... (III
where k=l •...•-l ...nd
( \.5)
L'I(I) = - 2w..l+~1 ~ldt
U,( t ) = _ 2w..l+41 1 t/>1 ~2dl
l',,(l ) = -2..1.. 1'+ 4'9'¢ 'dt
U4(1) = - 2w..[+41 1~I ~l dj
l/s{t) = - 2w..l +dl~4d/
The me t hod of least squa res is then used to dete rmine t he coefficien ts of dampin g
momen t in equ ation (1.5).
1.4 Investigation of the Effect of B ias on R oll
Mot ion and R oll Damping
A ship at sea would suffer a bias condit ion under Cllt 'l! of tlu- folluwillg rin-mn.
stances or t heir combinations:
I . The center of gravity of the ship is not in the I0l1gillh liu;11 pl.lIll· of sylll llll'l ry.
T his condit ion can be induced by 11.sh ift ill the cargoes ' pusi l.it)ll ur "OIl1s,'d
by an asym metric d i~lr iIJlllj(ln of weigh t.
2. Steady wind load on 011l' broad ald...• of a S11 ip makes it Iwc ) Ht a bi;,s ;1ll~ 1 . , .
In t his case, the bias moment can he considered a t:o n s l ;Ul ll ' l(1.I'Tll 'I ]Ill"rlll ' lIl.
3. A large quantity of \\';I1t~r 0 11 deck.
The sh ift of center of gra vity in th is case may be dy uarnic i ll t Ill' "" IISI' t h<l
it cont inuously shilts with t he motion of ti le ship.
4. Operation of a fishing vessel dra gging 11.not ill one side.
5. On e or more compart ment s a t one side arc noo,lcd .
Some attention has been paid to the st udy of th e asymmetric mil mlll,iul! "r
a biased ship and its roll da m pin g. The resear ch work done Ialls int.o lWI, lIwill
categories , expe rimenta l studi es (12.17) and simul at ions [18·2:11 . TIII~ first ]/;trt "r
thi s section will present some resu lts or t he ex periment al and analy t h-al st llilies
related to t he effect of bias on asymmetric rolli ng motio n. T he results c\mCl ~ ru ill.L;
influ ence of bias Oil roll damping will appear in t he second pa rt of th is SI ~I:t i ll ll .
Marshfield [12-161 is a major con tributo r to the expc rhnc ntn l stu dy i ll tl l i.~ lil·I·I.
He carried out a series of tes ts for the investi gation of the ca psize of !liase.1 au,1
unhiased ships . In his experiments , a biased model was suhjeeted to beam waves
iLtxcrc forward speed. In his typ ical tests presented in [13], the model was lightly
tet he r(~(l in dr ift and yaw while allo.....ing it to roll, heave and pitch freely, One or
th e impo rtant and interesti ng findings of this study is that the frequency response
(,f t he mode l biased towards the wave source ( wave maker ) differed significantly
from that of the model biased away from the wave source. Bia~ tewa rds the Wil\ '(:
source made the model much more likely to capsize as compared with 11.model with
zero hi i'L~ or biasedaway from the wave source [13,161. However. higher amplitud es
of roll motion were recorded when the model was biased away from the wave source.
T his is hard to explain, It has attracted stro ng intere st from several researchers
lind t riggered some analytical st udies [19]120J.
Fcat and Jones [20] developed a mat hematica l model to predict the asymmet ric
monon of a hiascd ship subjected to beam waves . They look into accou nt die
variatio ns in displacement volume and the effect of the position or a ship in waves.
Th is effcct is well known as the Smilh effec/. Their way of ta king Smith effect into
acc ount is followed by many ot he r researchers [19] 12IJ and will also be followed
in t he present study. Their \~..o rk, to some ex tent , paved the way for the following
rela ted analyt ical studies. However. in the frequency responses under two different
hias conditio ns, no significant differences were predictable from the ir mathematica l
llIodclj l9j.
Bass [191 investigated analytically the effect of bias on harmonic roll motion .
In his mathem at ical model, he showed that t ime and angle dependent variation
ill GZ CUn"l'S have an influence on the response of a biased ship in beam waves.
Ill' derived a function to link the time -dependent GZ curve with the variat ion in
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ship' s displacement volume which was caused b,Y relative heave. Th is impllr tilll l
step ma kes his prediction mere real istic and reasonable. His prellkl iull \If t ill' roll
motion of th e biased ship model used by Marshfield ([ 1 2I t l lroll ~h IJ.l Il Sh<l\\'('ll
a good qua lita tive agreement with experime ntal res ults . It is t·slwriall y wor ll,
ment ioning that Bass's predict ion also gnvo higher al11 lllit Utl,'s (If r"spoIlS'> when
the model was biased away from the wave source,
Nayfeh and Khdcir 1"1also st udied ana lyt ically the roll motion (If hiilSI,d sh ips
in beam waves, T hey used the method of mu ltiple scales to ,Il'll' rlnille 1111 lip I"
second-order approximate solut ion for thu asy mmet ric motion of bil\.~cd ships. Their
simulation apparently gave higher accuracy. Unfortun ately, they fail".lt" o ll1si<l,',
the effect of the direction of the bias which was shown by ~hrshrid( 1 [I:lJ tu alf",·t
the roll am plitude significantly.
Compared wit h the stu dy of t he roll resp onse of a biased sldp. t lll~ c1alllpilll\
of a biased ship has attracted less atte nt ion, Theort'l ica l work for Jln~,lidil1~ tIT
simulating roll damp ing of a ship in a hia.. condition is rare, E:< llt'rillwntal st udi ,'s
on the da mping of a biased ship a re also scarce. Ta miYII ':; resu lt 1:11is <H II ~ lIf fl ~\I'
experiment al data availab le. The dat a ( in th e form of gre phs ) Sl lll Jl llil ri1., ~ d 1I11'
results of a series of tests conducted in Japan . T ile test s were carr ied llllt wit h
two mod els, a small cargo ship model a nd a refrigerated carrier 1II001d , For 1.111'
small cargo ship the damping was found to decrease with hias allgle when t h( ~ billS
angle was sma ll. Whcn th e bias ang le has increased to a value al which t he /lI(j.ld\
deck begins to immerse t he roll damping inc reased with th e bius ang le. 1I ( ,w( : VI~r ,
when t he bias angle rcachs another certain point the dampillg would <11:f.rcl\.~(: jf the
bias angle is furthe r increased. Fo r the refrigerated carrier, the :;iluat illn WitS mup:
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complicated . The roll lJamp ing was not only influenced by bias condition but was
also affected by the transverse meraccnrelc height [i.e. GM). Damping increased
with bia.~ angle for some eMvalues but it decreased with bias for other GM values.
For some GM values the da mping was appare ntly not affected by bias angle. IIis
results indicate that t he effect of bias on roll dam ping also depe nds on the bull for m
and many oth er Iact oes.
Marshfield ([121 through (16]) also measured the roll damping of the biased
model used in his tests. Because his main purpo se was to study roll response in
waves he did not systema tically st udy the effect of bias on roll damping. T he
Ilillilping was measured only for two or t hree bias angles so it is difficult to dr aw
any conclusion from his results. From th e data arranged in [161it seems that t he
roll damping increases with bias angle.
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Chapter 2
Free Roll Tests for the Study of
Roll Damping
Haddara and Bass [II ) summarized all the possible forms of roll tl,ltllp lng lI..wel
in th e litera t ure. These expressions of roll dam ping ,10 not include tile d fed of 1.i;ls
angle. For a biased ship, bias angle may not be A ncgligihlc fact or iu the d'Ullp ill1!.
function . Although some expe rimental rt."liults in reference (:I) show SlII Ul ' i1SIM~'h .. r
the effcct of & bi~ an gle, knowledge of the effect of bi~ angle Ul! clampi"l'; ill stilt
lacking. Th eref ore, more aUcntion should be paid to the cITed of l, i a.~ ang le till roll
da.mping of ship s, especially in the case of lishins vessels bec ause of t hei r special
hull form.
From Ta miya's TcsultllJj , it is clear tha t the e ffect of hia.~ OIl mil (Iam pi nl'; fur "
small cargo ship is qui te different Irom th at for a refrigerated carril ~r . T his illll' li,os
t hat the hull Cormof a ship a bo plays some role in the cITed of hilL, on roll ,1 ill I1Jli /l~ .
Although Himeno [I) present ed met hods for eva luating the cffccl orship hull Ionu
on damping, it is doub tful that these prediction meth ods arc sllil alJle for a l, i lL~, :,r
ship.
The study being presented in this chapte r will focus 01 1 t he effec ts of hia.,M,~ I, :
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on roll damping of small fishing vessels. The hull form effect and the effect of bias
angle on dam ped roll natur al frequency willalso be discussed. Owing to t ime and
facility limitat ions, only three fishing vessel models with distinct ive hull forms arc
used in the experiments. The number of models may not be sufficient; but it is st ill
expecte d to reveal some information about the effects of bias a.ngle and hun form
on roll damping.
2.1 The Models
T hree small fishing vessel models were used in the present experimenta l study
and will be denoted by M363, M365 a.nd r-,·1366. These models are chosen from a
series or six fishing vessel models built in IMD. There are two mai n reasons for th is
choice. One is their ty pical main hull formsand their distinctive features. The othe r
is that Iladdara, Bass and the ir stude nts [ll,33J have used these models in many
related experimental stud ies. If the same models are used for various studies or roll
damping, the knowledge or roll damping ahout these models can be accumulated
ilnd more insight into the roll damping can be gained.
T he full sca le fishing vessels for these three models all lie in the "less than 25
In ,. class. They are all of similar dimensions, but have varied hull forms, ranging
from the liard chine (e.g. Model M363) to the rounded bilge hull form (e.g. Model
~(366) . M363 and M366 have similar position of the center of gravity, but M365has
a much higher center of gravity, also a higher transve rse metac enter. In addition,
M363 has a higher freeboard, a deep skeg and a comparatively high rise of floor.
Of these three models, M366 has the sma llest Midship Sedion Coefficient eM (sec
Table 2.1). C.\t is defined by
C.II =7#
where A.II is t he area of the midships section . IJ and 7' dello Ll' waterlim- ht' lIlll and
draught at mid ships rcspcctlve ly. C.\I describes the degree of th e hull's fnl1 11 I's~ III
midship. Moreove r, th e characteristics of the GZ curves of ti le t hree IlltJdds abu
vary from model to model . T he dist tnctivo Icat.ures of thes e mod els mny result i ll
an apparent difference in the characteristics of lhei r roll damping.
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Figure 2.1: Bod y plan of M363
T he general dimensions for the model s arc shown in Table 2.1, and the lilll:s
plans are shown in Figu res 2. 1 through 2.3. In Table 2.1, II I and 112 dcrtoll: t ile
coefficients of the GZ curve . T hese coefficients wil l he ex plained in tile next section.
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Modd M363 M365 M366
Scale 1:12 1:9.1 1:6.8
LWL lm) 1.55 1 1.336 1.568
Acam{m ) 0.507 0..'542 0.506
Dra rt (m ) 0.221 0.215 0.205
LCR lm) -0. 109 ·0.052 -0.1375
CM 0.746 0.705 0.612
I{G (m ) 0.269 0.301 0.263
Mass (kg) 79.70 54.36 69.'10
G M at bias = O (m) 0.0':19 0.0312 0.037
w al bias =O (tis ) 2.713 3. 168 2.967
Jll al bias =O 1.611 -0.717 -0.158
111aL bia.s= O -2.013 -1.75 -1.03
Tab le 2.1 : Part iculars of Mod els
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Figure 2.3: Body plan of M366
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2.2 Set-up of t he Models
Three models, M363, M36·5and M366, were ballasted and t rimmed to th e cor rect
waterlin es and displacemen t . A set of weights were arranged in ea ch model in such
a way t haL the height of t he cen ter of grav ity (KG) ma kes the value of G~l to be
ap proximately 5 to 10 perce nt of the model's beam. In addit ion, natural frequencies
of the three models should also have similar values. Once the arrangement was
sat isfactory , all t he weights were fixed to the mode l. The transverse cen te r or gra vity
was kept in t he longitudina l plane of symmet ry for flO bias condition by means of
a symmetr ic dist ribution of weights. T he upright condition was checked with an
inclinometer. A bias condit ion for each model can be obta ined by transversely
changing the location of a movable weight W~,
An inclining experiment was conducted for each model. The weight , nt/p" used
in these experiments was taken as 200 grams.
The relat ion of CM to the heel angle and heel moment can be expressed as
follows.
mi "'"GML1tan1>i (2.1)
where 1>i represents a heel angle and mi is heel moment. L1 denotes the model's
displacement. i denotes ith move of the weight W/p, .
mi "'"W/p, di
di is the dist ance for the ith move. A method of least squares was then used with
equation (2.1) to obta in the value of C~I .
The vertical center of gravity was then given by:
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where K G and K B denote the height of the vertical center uf gravity ;U\d vertkil l
center of buoyancy above dat um respect ively. 11,\/ is t ile transverse lIwt,"'"t'IICri,"
radius and OM is the transverse mctaccntr ic height.
The GZ curve can be approx imated by
('1.:1)
The values of GZ Calculated by B I\.SS with a computer sornware pafk;lgc~ [:151 \\ 't't"
used in the present st udy. T he values of III and It2 were dctenni ncd using i\ poly"
nomial fitti ng computer program. Th e GZ curves for the three models arc shown
in Figures 2.4 through 2.6. T he values of GAl, II I and 111 of the t hree rTl ll,ll']s are
listed in Tahle 2.1.
2.3 Arrangement for t he Tests
T he tests were carried out in the Memorial University towing tnnk. TIle towing
tank measures 58.27 meters long, ,1.57 meters wide and a.Ometers deep. It b
equipped with an MTS servchyd raulic piston type wave generat or at one end. Ac
the other end there is a wave absorbing beach to reduce the effect of tile rcllecll'd
waves. T he tank has a towing carriage which runs on parallel raits -1 . H~ rr ll~tt ~ rs
apart,
In the present stu dy, it is assumed tha t both roll am plitude and bias ilnglr!
have significant effect on roll damping. Therefore, average roll amplit ude ~I) (tIll'
definition will be given in Section 2.1) and bias angle !/J were chosen as two main
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variables. Changing the se two variab les in test s, one may Ilnd tile dfed of tlll's/'
two factors on roll damping. Roll amplit ude ca n be changed by means of (:hallgin~
initial roll angle.
The initial roll angle was obtained by emp loying 1\S Illite A !It.-cl ing moment M
possib le. This was achieved in t he following way: two hand s of t he exporj munter
were used to hold on the bulwarks of the model at the posit ion of the ]ongil llllilud
center of gravity, one on ler~ side of the 1001 Jel , t he other 011 right sldc . Olle .~ i t l l~ ,,{
the model is then pushed down while pu lling up t he other side wit h approximately
the same force. Once the model is stably heeled at a certain angle it is rdc;L~c, l.
The model then rolls freely.
During this procedure attention was paid to two points : t he hands must I,,·
put as close to the longitudina l center of gravity as po~.~ible i t he two Ilands must
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impress approximately the same force. Ir the hands were put somewhere away from
the longitud inal center of gravity, the model would trim. If the force from two
hands were much different, heave of the model would occur.
Nine bias angles were used for each model and 9 initia l angles were tested for
each hias condition. The bias angle was measured with a gyroscope and checked
with an inclinometer . The initial roll angle increased with a ste p of about 2 to ;3
degrees. T he maximum initia l roll angles for M3G3,M3GS and M366 are 30, 25 and
27 degrees respecti vely. A tota l of 81 decay curves was recorded for each model.
T he bias angles arc listed in Table 2.2.
Model Bias Angle (Degrees)
M3fi3 O.HJ 2.1H 3.37 4.67 G.06 1.17 8.772 9.92 12,48
M3G5 0.09 1.40 3.00 4.09 6.075 7.55 9.182 10.67 12.14
M366 0.05 2.206 3.16 4.69 5.981 1.35 9.02 10.3 12.2
Table 2.2: Bias Angles for Free Roll Tests
Roll angles were measured using a gyroscope. All the data were recorded using
an IBM p.e.. A plott ing program was used to plot the decay cur ve after each run.
If a noisy or strange curve was found the test would be repeated. A ten minute
interv al between two runs was given to let the water calm down. T his ensures that
t he decay curves arc less noisy.
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2.4 Analysis of Data
A damping form for the damping moment must be chosen ht{ol't, an analysis
of roll decay curves ca n be ca rried out . SOllie previous sllldil.':-; (st'(' p.1] to [:!lill
sugge sted all angle dependent form . \V"'lanal,l...Inoue (SI'C [ill.lcwlnp,·.l il Ionu til
roll ampl itude dependent damping as a consequenc e of t ill' coun'pl or L'< lui \'1l1"1I1
linear dam ping used by them. Bass and lIaddara {2ij also llllplicci t ill' w lln·pl. of
equivalent linear dam ping in their st udy of roll dam pillg of emall fishing '-('ss,-Is.
T hey assumed t hat the equiva lent linear roll damping codlk;I '1I1is rol l ;\Il1plitn.I.'
depe ndent. Thei r work indicates that the amplitude depende nt ,liUllpillg form is
reasonable, useful, practical and simp le . In fact, the COIlCClll of alllp lil,llIlt' ,ll'pt ·w
dent linear damping is particularly used ill conducting pa.ralllelric ~tud if'~ ~Ildl a.~
this. It is easy to unde rsta nd the qualitative variation caused lIy II ~ i ng le 1'<U;II Il ' "
ter. Moreover, it significantly simp lifies the ana lysis. Thus, it wns df'("ir!t,ll IIM, lIll'
concept of equivalent linear Jamping and the amplitu de dependent Ilillllpillg furlll
will be applied to the present analysis.
If BE is used to de note the equiva lent linear damping cncllir-iunt, 1.111) ,la rnpiuK
can usua lly be represente d as
where ~ and t/J denote roll amplitude and bias angle respectively. Th is equivalent
damp ing should dissipat e t he same amount of energy as that diss ipate ,l hy lilt:
nonlinear damping with in a single cycle.
The re are two ways to analyse the decay curves (rom a biased model fur ohtain-
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i/lg mil daurplug coefficient. Tiley are described below.
In the first , the upright condit ion (referred to as nc bias cQndilion) of the model
is taken a.. Hie reference condition. Th e roll equation can be written as:
I~ +BECo,,¢)¢ + P9 'V GZ(I» =M.
where M~ is a heeling moment and can be expressed as
Thi s moment is considered as an external mom ent.
(2.5 )
(2.6)
The symbols in equati on (2.5) arc explained as follows. A dot over a variable
indicates differentiation with respect to time. iP denotes roll angle, measured from
upright condit ion. ¢o denotes roll ampli tude and If represents bias angle. BE {4Jo , 1L')
is am plit ude-dependent roll damping coefficient (N.m.sec). P'V is model mass (kg)
and 'V is displacement volume or the model (mJ ) . GZ(¢) is angle dependent restor-
ing lever (m). 1 is virt ual moment or inert ia (kgm 2)
where IG is the inertia moment or the model about its center or ,gravity and A40I
is t he added moment of inertia. d is the tran sverse distance between longit udinal
plane and the new locat ion of the movable weight Wh.
The negative sign on the right side of equation (2.6) is due to the coordinate
system. In this thesis, roll angle and bias angle are defined to be positive when the
model rolls or heels past its upright condition and towards its starboa rd, whereas,
d and GG' (the t ransverse distance between new and original center of gravity)
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have negative values when n '~ is moved towa rds model 's starbo ard ~ i d (' ( td ,'r to
Figure .1.1. the coordi na te sys tem will be explained in (Id ail ill Challt('r .1). Thus.
a nega ti ve d will result in a posit ive bias angle . To kt'('p sigu of ;l1lglt' M Id ,/ lilt
GG') consistent, It nega tive sign appears ill equa tion (2 .6). T l,is ml,' will also I,,·
applied to equation (2.1I) and the equations related to t he rd ;\!,;un of bi.\s illlgl,' I"
d or cc in Ch apt ers 3 and .1.
Th e first term on th e left side of equ ation (2.5) is au inert ia momen t. The st'rull, l
term is a dam pi ng mom ent and t he las t term is restorin g morucnt. TIll' u-nn"n 11",
right side of the equat ion is co nsidered as an er tem al mo menl rI~~ ll\lillg (rom t l...
cha nge or position or the movab le weight Wb• Thi s moment is '~"l1w Li nll'~ n·r'·rn ·,1
to as the billS momen/, Thi s momen t can also he considered to be: a r-nrrectiun
term or restoring moment by means of Including it in ti ll' exp ression of res l(lri ll~
mome nt . The corrected restori ng moment can be expressed il~ fullows
P9'V GZ (¢>, rt' ) =fI!J \lGZ(r/J) +W~tlC(!.' <}J
Thus, eq uat ion (2.5) can be normalized il..s
(:!.i)
(:uq
Th e last two terms in the above equation together constitute t ilt! lIurlllali z"d r-nr-
rected restorin g moment.
( E in equation (2.8) denote s nond imensional equivalent linear da rnpillK 1;1",lli·
cien t , Comp aring equation (2,8) with equa ti on (2..'i), we have:
(2.!IJ
The natur al frequency w" in equation (2.8) is given by
(2. 10)
ll( tfJ ) is the restoring arm function. According to equation (2.3), D(q'l) can be
approximated by:
The amplit ude of the normalized external moment Mo is determined by
Mo = W;d
When the model is balanced at a given bias angle 1/J, we have
(2.11)
Thus , the cLlernaf fIIome lil can be expressed as
(2.12)
Subst itut ing equati on (2.12) into equat ion (2.8), one can note that a positive bias
ccnditlcn (corresponds to a positive bias angle) will reduce the restoring moment.
ltmp lo)'ing the Energy Approach to equation (2.8), one can obtain (E. With
¢ measured from the upright condition the reference system used for the above
equations will be referred to as the upright reference system.
A second approach can be used in the analysis by ta king the stable biased
condit ion as the reference condition . This will be referred to as the bias referena
.•ystcm. In th is system , the roll angle will be measured from the bias condition, not
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the upright condition . IC0, is l1S00 to denote t he roll angle in bins l'I:jI'l'CI1C( .~ .~ .~ I I;IU.
the relatio n of ¢l, to roll angle rP in the nprigh t reference system is of tilt' fonn
T he roll equation under th is reference system can be writte n as
Theo retica lly speaking, these two ways or ana lysis should give t he same results.
In the present study , the llprighl refe rence sy.d em was usell ill the ana lysis. TIll'
ana lysis was carried out using the g nel'gy 11pJl1'0l1l.'1i [Zil lo obtain (~: .
Multiplying equa tion (2.8) by J gives
where
G(1J) = w~ L<P D(x)dx + Ml)sin,p
Let
V(I) ~ ~~' +G(. )
1/(1) ~ VII +d' ) - V(I )
Then the equati on (2.13) can be rewritten as
11(' ) =(E U( ' )
where
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(2. 1,1)
(:U ."i)
('.l.lIi)
(2. 17)
(2.181
(I;' can he obtained by means of a least squares technique using equat ion (2,17).
Frmn equat ion (2.17), we can sec that the accuracy of the ana lysis is strongly de-
pendent on the accurac y ill t he estimates of energy variations. It is also shown in
equat ion (2.1.'i) and (2.18 ) that roll velocity is one of t he most impor tant conr rlbu -
tors to the energy. A smooth roll decay curve is needed for accura te est imation of
roll vcloeitlcs.
As is mentioned in Chap ter I, one of the advantages of the Energy Approa ch
is that only one cycle of roll decay curve is needed for the prediction of dampin g
roclficient. This ensu res higher accuracy in the analysis because the latt er part or
roll decay curve is more noisy and the accuracy is doubtful. Even in the first cycle.
some of the roll decay curves obtaine d from experiments are not smooth enough,
especially, the curves with small initial roll angles. A filter was used during t he
tests; but , it cannot eliminate all noise. In fact, the noise is rat her large in some
recorded decay curves.
To improve the accuracy of ana lysis, we must eliminate or reduce t he noise lo
an acceptable degree . A moving averaging technique and a spline technique were
used to smooth the decay curves before the analysis. If the roll angle at time ti is
1!i(1,), and the angles before and after ti in turn are I!i (ti_d and I!i(t;+l), the moving
avt'raging technique can be descr ibed as
Then, the c(t; ) was substituted by J;{ ti)' Following the same procedure, one can
reduce the noise by using this averaging process throughout all the recorded roll
angle data except for t he first and the last points. A spline technique was t hen
used 10 fit all the points after the averaging process.
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A typical decay curve is shown in Figure 2.7. The dash line stan ds for lilt'
original values of roll angle from tests and solid line represents smoot h",1values. It
is fai rly clear t hat t he solid line gives a smoother bUl st ill accumtc reprCst'lll,ill,iull
of the original roll curves.
To reflect the effect of bias Angle 1blind roil amp litude rPu OlL roll (lamping, (/ .;
in equat ion (2.8) is assumed to be a Iunction of roll am plitude uud hillS angle,
The average roll amplitude "0 which is referred to as l'Oillwl lllilufic is the IIIt',1l1
of two roll amplitudes with t he same sign in t he ~ rs t cycle. In orde r to make tlU'
expression of (0 reflect the effect of actua l rcll amplitude, the amplitude us<~, J 11"!'l'
is the one measured from t he bias condition. The roll amplit ude call Ill!obla i l1t~, 1
simp ly by subt racti ng bias engle from t he measu red roll amplitude l1lei\s\ln~l l from
the upright. The reason for use of roll amplit ude, rather lim n roll initial M1 .~J(',
is t hat roll amp litude, not initial angle, is the approp riate pa rameter [ur a strip
steadily rolling in waves. Thus, (s can be expressed as
(:1.1!1)
For a given bias angle "'i, (s is a funct ion of roll amplitude 1J". i.e.
(2,:.W)
Some typical values of (E,"'. for M363, M365 and M366 a rc shown in FiglJr(:s '2,8,
2,9 and 2.10 respectiv ely,
On the ot her han d, (B is also a funct ion of bias angle'" for a given roll alllplil llfl(!
QI),i , In this case, (E can be expressed in the for m
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A few typleal values of (E,~., plotted against bias angle ;, a rc shown in Figul"l's
2.11, th rough 2.13.
Fur ther discussion about these results will be presented in till' next sccuon.
2.5 R esults and D iscussions
Th e graphs in Figures 2.8 thro ugh 2.10 show th e dependence of (/; on tht~ mil
amp litude rPo. In all these figures and others in th is sect ion, lines, includ ing dnsh,
solid and dash dot lines repres ent the polynomial regression values; the di.~('fl'll ·
points, including "*M, "+" and "0" denote the values obtai ned from the ana lysis or
experimental data. It is clearly shown in Figures 2.8, 2.9 and 2. 10 UIl\t t he r!!llLiml
of (E to ~o is linear and can he expressed in the form
Both m and c are depende nt on bias angle. Because a ll values of (I:: Increase with
roll amplitu de rh, m(t/l) has positive values in all cases (Sl 'C Figures 2 .1~ ll ll"lmgli
2.10).
The magnitude of c is ind ical ive of the wave damping comp one nt of roll dampi ng
and the magnitud e of m is indicat ive of t he viscous component of roll damping .
The values of m a nd c for th e t hree models arc shown in Figures 2.11, 2.1;1, runl
2.16. These graphs indicat e clear ly that the values of care muc h sma ller than the
values of m. Il im plies that viscosity plays a significant role in roll damping fllf
these models.
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it is shown t hat the dependence of (r:; nil the bias angle va-les {rom tilt! linear ,
in the case of t he model M366, Figure 2.1" , to the qUiLdrali c, in the ca.~t! or t1 11 ~
model M363 , figure 2.11. In ot her words. the characteristics of depend ence of (,.;
on bias angle t/J varies from model to model. We will discuss t hem one hy nne.
The graphs in Figure 2. lt show t hat (E is highly nonlinear when tile roll am-
plitude is small. (E of the model M363 decreases with increase of hi;l.s angle until
a value about 7 degrees is reached , then it increases a.~ t he hi'L~ ;lngle illr.rea.~l~s.
Figure 2.14 shows th at t he dependen ce of viscous roll darnpl ng comp onent Oil bias
angle for the model M363 is quad ratic; m increases fiu t , t hen decreases , i l.~ IJills
angle increases. The tu rning poin t is also al th e bias angle of 7 degrees. The
wave damping component behaves in the opposit e way to t his, bur, its varinticn is
relat ively slight.
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Comparing the graphs in Figure 2.1l with those in Ftgurc 2. 1-1 , (J il l! lI\ay have'
further insight into (E of M363. As is mentio ned above, the wave flam ping I;Olll!''''
ncnt c, shown in Figure 2. 14, decreases wit h increase of bias angle when till' ], i ;t.~
angle is smaller th an 7 degrees . Th en it increases when the bias angle is larger 111MI
7 deg rees. When the roll amplitude is small (s varies with bies in Il. si milar way (. 'il'f )
Figure 2.11). Th is indicates that the wave dampi ng compo nent plays an imllor t ,lIl t
role in (E in t he case of small roll ampl itude . In the case of large roll emplit u.h-,
we can note, in equation (2.2?} , that the viscous component will dOlllinatl) ( /0; . It
is show n in Figure 2.14 th at t he grap hs of t he wave dampi ng ccmpcuuut vs. .pH
and that of the viscous component coefficient m are convex. Thei r COlllhilla lilJII
ma y be a stra ight line when the roll amp lit ude Increases lo a ecrta in value. This
an alysis is supporte d by t he graphs wit h large roll amplitude in F igure 2. 11. Tlu:Sl'
graplls indicate that ce increases almost linearly as the bias angle l/J increases. The
mechanism of the nonlinear dependence of (E on bias angle is fairly complicated.
It will he discussed later in this section.
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Now, let us tu rn to the case of M366. From Figure 2.13, one can note that
(f: of M366 increases linearly with increase of bias angle ¢. The viscous damping
component of (E. the m, increases also linearly as bias angle increases, see figure
2.16. On the other hand, its wave damping component c is almost constant. It
seems that the bias angle has a significant effect only on the viscous component of
toll damping [11J. Because m increases with the increase of bias angle the effect of
viscosity increases as both bias angle l/J and roll amplit ude "'0 increase. This is the
simplest case of the three models.
Lastly, let us examine the case of M365. The dependence of (E on bias angle l/J.
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as in the case of M:J63, is also complicated. Its CE,in Figure 2.12, dec reases with
the increase of bia., angle for a roll amplitude less than 8 degrees . In oth er cases,
ce lncroascs as bias angle increases. Although ther e is some sceu er in the da ta
in Figure 2.1.5 one can get a pictur e of the characteristics of m and c. The wave
damping com ponent c shown in Figure 2.15, slightly decreases with the increase in
the biasangle, but the viscous component m in creases. One can also conclude th a t
1I1e viscous co mponent of the damp ing has a dominant effect at large roll amplit ude.
Figure 2.17 : Pressu re Distribution on Skeg and Bottom of a Fishing Vessel
T ile nonlinear beha viour of the damping coefficient in the case of M363 may
he ex plaluod by referring to figure 2.17 which has been repr oduced from refere nce
liS]. The f igu re shows the assume d pressure dis tri bution on the bottom and th e
skcg of a model whose features arc similar to that of M363.
Ikeda et 11.1 [281 express ed t he damping moment as:
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where U rep resents the velccity of t he ed ge of t he skcg , ana i,. it aua 13 t1"'l\ul.. I I",
moment arm s shown in Figure 2.1j . T he press ure coefficients C,,~, and C'-If' jlH.1
t he length of t he negat ive p ressure region J was A,"\11l1a l AS fellows
Cpr =1.2
a
s = 1 . (i5 1. f{<~
where Kc is the Kculcgan-Carpcn tcr number ana wna IldillCt! as
U...u denotes the maximu m value of U and 7' denot es Ihe period tlf roll llIo1i"n .
To appl y the pressure distribution shown in Figure 1.17 we ll.~S Il IllC tha t tl n-
biased M363 app roximately has a. sim ilar pressu re distrib utio n when its it.!,slIllIh:
roll am plit ude is not large. When t he roll a.ngle is la rge the llIodd 's himl d ,illO '
and par t of its bcucm will emcrge out of the water ; t hus, the rn~sll re dist rihut iull
may be much different from that shown in Fig ure 2.17. Therefore t he fuJlow i l l~
explanat ion is only suitable for the casus of small end moderate roll arn pl i tll tl .~ ,
If t he center or gravity G is slightly moved 1\ Iinri7.UlItal dlstn nce til till: ld l ,
to simulate th e effect or a small bias Angle, Que can see that tile arm 11 . J '!t :f1!i~~" S
while the arm 13 increases, Th is will resul t in an increase in tilt: Jnit~nitlld.: or t Il':
negative mome nt t hus causing the mag nit ude of th e damp ing moment to dcrr'~IL":,
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[Iowcver, if we keep moving G furthe r to the left G will reach the point at which
12 becomes zero . lf G is moved beyond this point the 12 becomes negative. This
causes a part of the moment on the bott om to be of the same sign as the moment
0 11 the skcg. thus , damping begins to increase as the bias angle increases. On the
second half cycle, the h , not 12, will become negat ive when G is moved beyond 13 ,
It is estimated for M363that for most sections 12 varies in the range of 0.17 to
0.2·1em. Rias angle is about -1.6 degrees when Go' is equal to 0.2 em, the average
value of 12• Thus, the turning point should have app roximately appeared at l\ bias
angle of 4.6 degrees which is slightly different from the value shown in Figure 2.11
(the change hap pened et rhc bias angle of about 7 degree in Figure 2.11).
However, this reasoning cannot be applied to model M365 and M36S. Unlike
M36:l, M36S and M36G do not have hard chines (see Figures 2.2 and 2.3). T hese
feat ures of hull form make M36S and M366 sufficiently different from those defined
in reference {28J thai. we cannot assume that M365 and M366also have a similar
pressure distr ibut ion.
Tile above reasoning is based on the assumption that the pressure distribut ion
on the skeg and halt om of the biased M363 with a moderate roll amplitude and
velocity is similar to that of the model shown in [281. T his may be questionable
because it is doub tful t hat bias angle docs not affect t he pressure distribution . To
avoid th is disadvan tage, we will view it from the po int of viewof energy as follows.
The Figures 2.18 and 2.20 show the total roll energy of the models M363 and
1\1366, and Figures 2.19 and 2.21 show the dissipated energy due to damping per
unit virtua l inertia moment of these two models, The tota l roll energy is V(l) in
equation (2.19) and the dissipated energy is the absolute value of U( I ) in equation
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(2.22). T he correspondi ng roll ampli tude for these gra phs i~ 10 dcgrl!L'!Ii.
Equations {2.17} and (2.21) indicate th At the Im;s of th e lola l energy JllOlIl./l ,,·
equal to t he energy dissipated due Laroll damping in the same pe riod of time. T his
can also be interpreted as saying tha t the grea ter the decrease ill lo la l cllcr~. tIll'
larger the damping coefficient will be if U(l) is constant. In uth(.'r WUf'[JI . if ll (t )
increases consta nt ly and unirormly, a large damping coefficient will fl.!S utl in a !l1I;lrJl
decrease in total energy . In Figure 2.20. the total energy , in t he case of 1111 IIi".•
condition [I. e. up right condit ion), decreases a sm all amou nt. It d(.'Crr.iI..'i(~ /IIIl TI! i ll
the case of bias angle of 4.67 deg rees. A very sha rp de crease for t ill: "i i1.~ &11&11: uf Il),:l
degrees is shown. Meanwhile, t he U(t) increases a pproximately uniformly, ;l .~ Sl lflWIl
in Figure 2.21. Thi s demonstr at es t hat t he dependence or dampi ng r.fJ(: mdc~lIl fill
bias angle is linear . Thi s tende ncy is in coincidence with th al shown in Figur e :!.1:1.
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On the other hand, the U(t) ill Figure 2.I!J seems to increase almnst uuifonuly.
The decrease in tota l energy shown in Figure 2.18, however. is i ll quite it v;lryi llJ!,
amount . For the bias angles of 2.17 degrees and ,1.67 degrees, the total ' ~ 1I1'1"1Uo'
decreases by approxi mately the same amou nt . This means t hat the d'lmpi ll~ l:udli ·
dent is smaller in the case of b ias angle o f '1.67degrees because th e U(t) increased.
For these two bias con ditions, the damping coe fficient (Jcncast.'s with i lln" lI S (~ uf
the bias angle. For the other pair, bias angles of 7.17 degrees a nd 11.'18 fl , ~gn ,<~s ,
U(t ) inc reases by a simil ar amou nt, but the total e nergy for ti le hias ll ngl(~ of I:tAX
degrees decreases twice as much. This shows t hat (/0; inc reases aa hiaaa ll~\t~ ill'
creases . These four cases demon strate t ile behaviour of the nonlinear IleJl ':l1dt:lw,'
of dam ping coe fficient on bias ang le.
As implied above, h ull form and other distinctive featu res of llw.'i(~ thn'" Ili li dd s
may be responsible for thei r different character istics of (E:. Ikeda et al [28J pointed
out: U t he characteris tics of roll damping of small fishing vesselsare quite sensit ive
to the changes of hull form ...". It will be shown in the following paragraph tha t
their conclusion is also supported by the results of the present experiments.
One of the conclusions from the study present ed in reference [28) says " the
hard chine increases roll damping significantly". The study also shows that skcg
and high rise floor will result in a large roll damping. As mentioned above, a hard
chine, a deep skeg and a comparatively high rise of floor of M363 ma ke it distin ct
from M365 and M366. T hus we call safely say that the higher (s of M363 is partly
due to its angular hull form, deep skogand comparative ly high rise of floor. In the
cases of M365 and M366, i\I365 has a larger value of eMand a higher center of
gravity compared with those of M366 (sec table 2.1). It is indicated in reference [3]
that a higher center of gravity will increase roll damping too. The larger C.\ I is also
one of the factors increasing rollu.tm ping. In short , both the position of the center
of gravity and the degree of fullness in hull form contribute positive ly to :"'136·5's
roll damping which, as a result, becomes larger than that of M366.
It was noticed during the tests that the bias angle also affects the model's
damped nat ural frequency Wd which is obta ined from the analysis of dccav curves.
TIICdam ped natural frequencies of 1\1363, i\1365and r-.1366 are shown in Figures
2.22 through 2.2·1.
The graphs in Figure 2.22 and Figure 2.2·1show that the DNF Wd of M363 and
i\1366 increases all bias angle increases. The DNF Wd of M365, on the other hand.
decreases as bias angle increases, Within the range of the bias angle with maximum
valueof 12.·18 degrees in the present experiments, the Wd increased by 10 percent
14126 8 10
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for ~1363 , four percent for M366 and decreased also by fou f percen t for M3BS ( see
Figures 2.22 t hrough 2.24 ). The dependence of Wd on bias angle is nonlinear for
all three models.
Tile WJ can be expressed in terms of nat ural frequency Wn and ( E
w'/::=w"H (2.23)
lt call be secn from equat ion (2.10) and (2.23) th at the WJ of a model is a ffected
by many factors: virtua l moment of inertia, ( E, GM and displacement. Equation
(2.2:1)also tells us that Wd decreases with the increase of (E . For a given ship model,
the dlaplaccrnent and t he inert ia moment can be assumed constant From Figures
2.8 and 2.10 it seems that w" should decrease, not increase, with increase of the bias
angle Ior the models M363 and ~I366 because their (E increases with t he increase
or bias angle fer large roll amplitu de (please refer to Figure 2.11). This makes the
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phenomenon difficult to unders tand . However, besides the ( f." Gl\l "lsull'·111·111ls.m
th e bias condi tion. In othe r words. the bias ang le also affects t he \'ahw of (; ,\1. Fur
a given bias angle ¢', substituting equation (2. [I) into equation (:.1.7) glv•.,.
where GZ(~, 1/J ) is t he corrected GZ curve, GZ(¢'j is the value (If (,'7. ; , I, ~' = o,
T he GM, in this case, can be obtained from the following equ<l,ioll :
Equatio ns (2.24) and (2.25) ind icate that GM( I/' ) is bias allglc d' ·p,.·II1I,·n1. \\"II,-II"'r
the GM(l,1') increases or decreases with iucrcesc or ~. depends 011 ti ll' sl"I'" " f
GZ(~, 1/! ) . To demonst ra te th is qua ntltatlvcly, lwo groups of 1 1.~ta fur fo. l:lIi:\ ,HId
t\1365 are shown in Table 2.:1.
The corresponding value of roll ampl itude for (/:: in Tahle:!.:Jis [1 tlc~ n-, 'S which
is the same as the value of roll amp litude f"r the graphs of W' / .~huwlI in FiJ.!,llr<·s
2.22 thr ough 2.2·1. T he two bias angles for each model listed ill Till.l,· 1.:1M I' 11,,-
minimum and maximum values used in experiments.
Equations (2.10) and (2.23) can be combined and rearra llgl!,JlL.S follows
WnM
GIH(l _ (k )PY;V
Jf¥
where
J = VGll-tO - (k)
f:!.:!fi )
M odel Bias Angle GM (E J Q
( Degrees) (em)
0.113 2.87 0.084 1.688
M363
9.7
12.18 3.16 0.097 1.851
0.09 4.12 0.059 1.763
M365
·6.0
12.f.l 2.76 0.069 1.657
Table 2.3: Compariso n of Na tur al Frequencies
TIle va lues of J for the minimum and maximum bias angles of 1\-1363 a nd 11365arc
listed in t he column five in Table ~.3 . Q in Ta ble 2.3 denotes t he ra te of increase
of J , a nd is given by
Q==J2-JIXIOO
J, (:!.2S)
where J1 is t he value of J at minimu m bias angle and J2 is the value of J at
maxtrnum bias angle.
It is de a rly shown in Table 2.3 t hat J . or Wd increases by 9.7 percent for M363
and decreases by 6.0 perce nt for M365. These values are very close to t he rate of
change of damp ed nat ural frequencies shown in Figu res 2.22 and 2.23. Now, il is
clear tha t the combined effecl of 01 1 and ( E: ma kes t he damped natural frequency
have the tendency shown in Ftgures 2.2"1 and :!.23.
Chapter 3
Asymmetric Roll Tests in Beam
Waves
As mentioned in Chapter J, a bias can be a result of various environmental
amI/ or loading conditions . The bias caused by each condition may have different
character isti cs. The bias condit ion considered in the present study, some ti mes
referred to as static bias, is induced by 11shift of t he center oCgrav ity. The shih uf
t he cente r of gravity was achieved by a tra nsverse displacemen t of a movable small
wciglit in the model. In this case, t he bias is considered to be slatic, only in the
sense th at tile magnitude of bias is const ant . In fact , even in this case the bias
moment , as shown in equation (2.12), is still roll angle and bias angle dependent.
Because t he roll angle varies with t ime, we can say that the bias moment is also
timedependent. This bias conditio n is the most rommon and the sim plest one. The
study of t he elloct of this bias condition on asy mmetric rolling mot ion is considered
ro be th e first step towards a furth er understan ding of t he asymmet ric motions
nuder ot her bias conditions.
Marshfield carried out a series of wave tests with models under siali c bias con-
dlt fous. In one group of his tests [131 with a low freeboard model ( denoted by
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Form 1 in \13]}, Marshfield found t hat bias away (rom the wave source rceultcd in it
higher roll amplitude but the model was less likely to capsize as ctllupafl'l!lI'i t h tIlt'
cond ition of bias towards t he WiWC scu rco. Ill' conjectured that the phC1l0llWll UlL
was a result of teth ering in driFt and yaw (13). In his repor t [I:I}, he II'ruh' ~ li lt'
model drift restr ain t provides a possible explanat ion for t hese resul1.s" , Tn d arify
this mat ter , Marshfield conducted anot her two set s of tests [1·1][151and he rt'j t·t· 1.t~1
his conjecture in a later report [14J. The conclusion is th at ~ the elfel'l due I"
tethering were within the scatte r range of the experiment" and "On t ill' t,\'ill"Ill'I'
presented it would ap pear th al teth ering th e model in hcaru waves IHl.~ litllt~ d r," '1
on the roll behaviour of t he modcl'{l -r]. T his prc bnhly can Iw explained hy lilt'
low degree of the restrai nt used ill Marsh field's tests. Actually, the fl·st raiu1. Ill'
used was pretty loose. Marshflcld described it by using the word It:tl IIT i ll!l' 11 ,,1
nst ra ining. The mechanism of the effect of bias and rlost railll on roll hehuviuur
is interesting. Unfortu nately, it hes been rather har,1 to find l\ pll.mll,·j lIt ll,I)' ,,,
obtain insight into t his problem.
Sellar 's [291 investigatio n offered some relat~d infortnatiou about tIll: n:lIt rHilil
in drift and sway for a model in thc upright condi tion. TII~ inllesl igat ion wns bils",1
on the tests reported by Dalscl! in [30j and Rogalski 1311(ti ll! illfurlilal iull on [:1IJ]
and {31J is obtained from [29]). The result s can he lItllIIIllarizc,j a.~ follows.
I. Broadside drift was found to increase th e roll or a ship hy 20 percent Cuml'Ml·,1
with zero drift condit ion [31] (!SCC [29)),
2. When sway is rest rained t he roll exciting moment is im:rcMell llll<l lilrg" f ,ull
mot ion results compared with coupled roll and sway,
Thes e results are helpful for considering t he effect of restra int on roll hehavi cur ,
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Unfortunately , t he model used in these tests WAS in the upright condit ion. The
results cannot be used to compare with those presented by Marshfield (12-16).
To fill th is gap and obtain some first-hand data "bout biu and rest ra int effects.
two sets of experiments were conducted in Memori&! Uni~nity 's wave tan k.
T he first set of tests, referred to a.s Unrulrained Ware Test. were conducted b}'
loosely tether ing the model only in dr ift and yaw with all other modes free.
The second set uf tesLs, Restrained Walle Tuts, were performed using the samc
model, M363, with samc loading condition, but it WM restrained in all degrees of
freedom except. for roll.
In both cases, the model was subjec ted to regular beam waves and with severn!
bias conditio ns. The restr a int condit ion of the model in these two sets of tests arc
quite different . So it.was expected to give informa t.ion not only on the effect of hillS
bllt also un the cITed of restraint in some degrccs of freedom of roll mot ion.
3.1 Unrestra in ed Roll Tes t s in Beam Waves
In this group of tests, the model was loosely tethered to restrain its motion in
{Irift and yaw. The tethering was achieved by using a light nylon cord att ached to
the bow and the stern of the model at the level of its center of gravit,r. The ot her
end ohhe cord was loosely tied to a bolt on the side wall of the tank. Th e tethering
was such thaL the model was allowed to roll, heave, sway and pitch freely. Th is
tet hering is not only to produce some rest raint but also to protect t he inst ruments
i ll the model and ensure the reliability of da ta measured, In these expe riments the
rolling angles were measured using a gyroscope.
The model M363 possesses the hight'St freeboard of all the three models used in
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the frcc roll tests. It was roughly estimated from tr ial test s t hat the m\lIlt·l ~ ~ 1:J(i :i
and M366 would be swam ped if they were used ill these tes ts. EWI\ for M:lti:l it was
dou bt ful that the model could stay dr y for the waves with a nominal wave Iwight
of 6 em. In add ition, the :Jl0l1d M36:J has a typical fisliillg vessel hull form ( hunl
chine . skeg, et c. ). For th ese reasons, tho model ~136:1 was chosen for thls group u[
tes ts.
Fou r bias conditions plus the upright condit ion were tested. III t hese \·Ulllil,ioll.S.
the bias angles used were ·1.1 degrees and 7.99 degrees . towa rds and away From tln-
wave sour ce (wave maker) . The bias angl e was checked and confirtuerl ill two \\ ·;I)' S.
One is by employing a d igital inc linomete r to re,lIl t he ht.'c\ angle \Iiw dly. TIlt'
ot her is thr ough the gyro scope.
A wave probe was set up at a locat ion 2.2.) meters away fWIlI the mnrb-l ill
the di rection towards the wave make r to measur e t he waves. T ile roll mutiun
was measu red with a gy roscope. Bot h t he gyroscope lind t he wave proln- Wt!U·
carefu lly calibrated before start ing the te sts every day. TIll.' signal oht, \illt!rl [mill
the gyrosc ope and the probe was sent th rough a filter and then r,.'mrt! I, 1 on ;III
IBM p.e.. The P.C is equ ipped with special plotting software which ~j vcs tIll'
experi men ter a simul taneous observatio n of the Wa,VI!Sal l lie prllhl) alll i r, .'~poIISl · Hf
the modcl from the recordings.
T he wave maker, a closed loop device, is capuhlc of prl)tlllcilig IJllth regular '\lI,1
irregular waves. For mak ing rcgular waves, the wave make r receives iI. sirl1llill i,lal
funct ion from a sim ple Iunction generat or. Once the wave height and rrr:lj11lmry
arc given to t he function generator , the wave maker, thoorut jcally spcllkiJlg, slmll]']
produce a regular wave with the given wave height and [requo ncy. lJllrurllllll1.ttlly il.
fJUf: S n(J~. Tile frequency has a nonlinea r effect on t he wave height . Whenever the
Ieequcucy is cha nged to another value the wave height will shift as well even though
it was fixed at the same nomina l value. T he proper wave height can be obt ained
by means of t rial and error.
The nominal wave heights were ·1,5 and 6 em. In all 10 wave frequencies were
used. T hcy were 0.3:1, 0.:17,0.'1 I , 0.-13, 0.'15, 0..17, 0.49, 0.55 and 0.59 ( in H~) . The
froqueucies were chosen so that they could cover the resonan t, subresonant and
supe rresona nt ranges, and more frequencies were arr anged in the resonant region.
IIIt his way, sufficient data C,l 11 be collected for t he resonant region to determi ne t he
pcak value of roll amplitudes. The waves which were used in the tests of five bias
conditions arc shown in Figures ;J.1 through 3.5. In the caption of these figures,
the po;;it.ive and negative biusangles represent the bias toward s and away from the
wave source respectivel y.
TIle recording tim e must be carefully determined. If it is set too long the
rellect ing waves would change t he characteristics or the waves. Th e data may not.
he sufficient for analysis if too 5110rta recording time is given. T he wave tank is
only 58 meter s long. From the relation betwe en propagation speed of waves ,\liv •
and wave frequency, w,
Vw =g/w
one is able to dete rmine that HI' will be as much as 4.7m / 3 in the case of t hese
tests. The model was set 10 mete rs away from wave ma ker. T hat means only 96
meters for t he wave to propagate and reflect before it gets back to pass the model.
A recording t ime of20 seconds was chosen. This is longest time we can tak e before
thewnvca reflect to the position of the mode l although it is, in the cases of la rge
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waves, somewhat insufficient for the mode l to sl a bi l j;(l' .
The test procedure is described as fol1')w$.
1. For each bias cond ition, including t he upright eondlrlon, check i lllli ;ltljllsl
bias angle to the desi red value.
2. For each bias condi tion, choose a nominal wave lwi .~hl 1.111'11 give a W;LV<" ln-
que ncy for each run .
3. Leave 10 m inutes o r more between two runs to let the water au,1 t ill' 11 1",1,·1
ca lm down . Check t he hias angle agairl when 11)(' mmld is st ill.
4. When the 10 runs arc finished set the next wave hdg ht and rl ~'I!:ilt st. ,p~ :! to
.. until all three wave heights are tested .
.') 7
1\ sl!l or Ircc roll decay test s and inclining test s were abo per formed jusl before
the wave Wsts to measure the natural frequency and roll dam ping.
3 .2 R estrained R oll Tests in B eam W av es
The model M363 was a lso used in these rest rained tests . All degrees of freedom
except for roll were restr ained by using a pivot -shaft sys tem. Th is system consists
uf a pivot, a rod, a linear hear ing and a frame. The model is connected to t he
pivot with ,lplat form which is fixed to the model with four holts. The n the pivot
is attac hed to the rod which goes is fixed to the frame. The rod is also fixed to
t he bearing with two clam ps, one over the bearing, th e other under it . The fralll e
is fastened to the carriage. Th us t he model is allowed to roll about the pivot hut
,111 utlll'r modes nre rest rained, The pivot posit ion can be changed vert ically and
horizontally. The vertical posit ion can be adjusted by moving t he platfor m up or
down. Ther e is II. row "f holes in a transverse direction on the platfor m. Those
holes fit with the holes 01 1 the Iloor of pivot , Thus the horizonta l position of t hc
pivot can he shifted by choosing different pairs of holes on the platform.
The pivot position is one of the key points in the present t ests. Robert s aml
Dacunha 1:J2! suggeste d a way to decouple roll and sway. T he sepa rat ion can be
ap proximately obtained by sett ing t he coordin ate cente r at point 0 , The vert ical
distanc e between a and t he center of gravity G was given as
Wllt'rl' ..I41 denotes hydrody namic added mass in roll due to sway [kg.rn ], 1121de-
noll 'S hydrodyn amic added mass in sway (kg), and p'V represents model mass (kg),
For ti le rest rained lest, the vertical coord inate of the pivot was at thl' roll ,·.'ul n
0 , Therefore, swa~' a nd roll arc expected ap proximately tu be dl'CllIlpll'd,
Zou [331 performed a set of tests using M36:1to st u.l)' the conpliug s 1"'11\'." '11
roll and sway. The load ing cond itio n of M363 for Zou's tests is wry d USt'h} 111;11
for the present experiments, The position of the mil center which Zou £0 1111<1, i ~
about 0.3 em below the cente r of gravi ty, is used in the prcscut CXpl'ri llll'IlI S,
To see t he effect of the transverse positions of the pivot , two pusit itllls lIf I,ll<'
pivot were chosen in the presen t tests. One is denoted hy 0 whose \,r ;III :<I', ' r Sl'
coordinate is the same as that of the original cente r of gravity G; this 1J",-;i tiul l will
be referr ed to a.~ Position I. Tile other denoted by 0 ' has t he S,Ul1l ' tnu ISI', ' I'S,'
coordinate as t hat of the new center of gravity G'; this Jltlsitil Jl1 will he £lofl'm 'd 1,,,
as Position 2, The vert ical coo rdinate of the piV<ll for both OL~I 'lI is t il.' Vl'r1.i' ·'ll
coordinate of t he roll center a which is 0.3 ern below the cunto r of gr;L I'ity . Tlu'
hor izonta l positi on of the original center of grav ity is ill the center plaue. TIll' tn-w
cente r of gravit y, G" , can he calcu late d from t he followillg 1~ llI ;~ti (J II,
G'G" = W~d
P!J'V
where GG' is t he horizontal distance be lween the origina l center of grav ity (: ;U1,1
new cente r of gravily a (m ), p'V is the 1TJil.'S~ of the model (kg), awl IV~ is till'
movab le weight (N.). d is the distance from ori1;i lll~l llositi{J1l of t lll~ lII {jvah ll~ ..~w il!,ht
W& to its final posit ion for the bias angle l/J ( rn) a nd ca n he l~x preSS I !d iL~
d = _p,VGZti'l
W~cos(!J!)
Wh en the weight Wb or t he center of gravity is moved towards th e wave source (L11l'
mode l's staboard side ), d and GG' have negative values, hil t b i iL~ angle is I ld irl<~, 1 t"
,')9
he positive in th is condi tio n, Th us a negative sign appears in the ab ove equatio n.
T ile difference between the results from these two pivot position s is expected
t o show t he effect of horizont al position of the pivot . Also, t he difference bet ween
t he resul ts ...hta.ined from the restrai ned and the unrestrained test s is expected to
partly exp lain the effect of restraint ,
To study t he effect of bias direc tion. the mode l was first biased towards till'
w ave maker then away from t he wave maker. bot h at 7.5 degrees for t he two pivo t
posiuons . To ident ify t he d ifferent bias conditions and pivot positions . we usc :\ I
a nd T I to denote the conditions th at t he model is pivoted al Pos ition 1 and i ~
biased away from and towards t he wave source respect ively. A2 and 1'2 denote t ill'
condi tions t hat the model is pivoted at the Posilion !] and is biased a way from and
t owards t he wavc source respectively. T he wave test s for t he model pi voted at roll
cente r 0 and with the cent er of grav ity at G were abo performed. T his condition
ii'i referred to u No "ias COI1Jition or Uprig/lt COl1ditiot/.
Th e be am waves were &encratcd a t t hree different wave heights. at t he nomin al
v..\11 1(.'5 of :1, ·1 and 5 centimeters, T here wa.sa redu ction of I centimete r compared
wit h those usedin the unrest rained wave tests . Th is was based on the considera tion
t hat the model would have a higher response th an in the un restrain ed tests, T he
frl't."hoard ....llS t.'5timated to be not eno ugh to keep t he model from be ing immersed
if Ii r-errtimetcrs were chosen for the maximum nominal wave height. Ten frcqucn-
ctes were lI Sl"i 1 for each WA\"l' height . T hey were chosen in a range of frequencies
st reddlin g the 111\I,lIral frequency of roll. Th e wave am plit udes and frequ encies arc
shown in Figure 3.6 through Figure 3.10.
t\ S explained in the las t section, it is hard to keep the wave amplit ude constant.
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In most cAses shown in Figun:s 3.6 1I1rongh :1.10, the varintiun ef lUlll'lil llll,) was III'
to twenty five percent . T he analysis b[' ill ~ presente d i ll lil t! :wdiull :1,.1 is l'ilS",lulI
the real wave amplitud es shewn in t hese Iigun-s ,
A milch longer time was requ ired fot the inter val bet ween LWI) ru ns. H t l...
water and mood were not completely cel mcd down the bia.. Allgle wlml.1 llil ll" 1"" 11
chan ged due to the relative heave and restraint , The l"ei IJOllSC uf l ll c ~ /IIud." t il
the waves was measured with a &)'tosco pc. Tile wa VL"S were t1:c:orlk..1 11u'ulI~11 till"
wave probe as wel. T he test s followed t he same procedu re as eksail"..1 i" tl... I; , ~ l
sect ion.
&3
3.3 The Analysi s Technique
Fou rier analysis was used to obtain the frequency response of the model. Tile
met hod descr ibed in reference /:'H] was applied in the present analysis. It is briefly
desc ribed as follows.
It is MSIHncd t hat the response of the model and the waves in general, contai n lip
to t WQ frequency components. The response, in the time domain, can be expressed
whe re l/Jis the mean . In t he case of roll, it represe nts the mean angle; Rl co.s(w11+ PI )
is t he firs t compo nen t with am plitude R Il (rcquency wl and phase PI ; Rjcos(w1l+Pl)
is t ile second compo nent; R1 , W) and Pl arc its amp litude, frequ ency and phase
respec t ively. ( I is the residual.
Th e recorded curves showed t hat the response dat a did have a second compo nent
although quite sma ll. The phenomenon or two components mainly occu rred at a
Freque ncy far away from the resonant freque ncy. In most cases, the am plitude of
l lll ' ~'COJl(J component is negligible.
Expa ndlng equati on (3.1) gives
where l denot es the moments at which the data are collected; I = 0, 1, . . ,n - 1,
and
The method of leas t squa res call he used to ideuliry tile parnnu-tcrs ~\ :l 1- : \1' /I.,
82 , WI an d W2 .
Th e general idea of the method is to opt imize the vahll's of par;Illll' I" ' rs 10,1"
minimiz ing the sum of squar es of the residual ( /. The parame ters can Ill'div i ll t~l int"
th ree subsets, The first subset only cont ains t he constant ~" T he second t:UI\S;st l<
of the a mplitudes At. A2 , OJ and 8 2• T he two freljllellcit·s, W I ;trlol wa n lltll'riM'
the las t subset. The optim ization with res pec t to the parnT1\l'lcrs ill lill Y UllO" su l,s"1
should be done under the condition of the rema ining pa rlllllclc rs IlI'ilig Iid,1 Ii",·,!.
\Vhen the optimizatio n in one subset is fluishcd the \'ahll's 'If the pOl f ,IIIU'["f5 "~I ">1I l , 1
be substituted into the next subset. Repeat the SiUl1C proTcI/ure fur thl' r,'s1.IIf t.l...
subset s unt il a complete cycle results in an dfcclivd y ZNlJ change in tln- fll lLr t.i" n
to be opt imized. T he functio n for opt im izat ion. T(TI'. A,. A1 , 1J1.lh,WI .W2) run IH'
written as:
.. -I 2
l' = L {Zt- TI' - L( /1J co,~wJl +1lJ'!lhIWJtW (:1.:1I
t ~O J= l
T he first step is to optimize the constant ..•. bias ang le, hy h,,'diIIK " II ro:rnaillitl~
parameter s fixed.
sr{jJ; = 0
One can obtain the l/J in term s of the remaining paramete rs. Subst itu te 1/.' back
to equation (3.3) t hen optimi ze the ampli tud es by fixing the frequencies w\ lind (",'1.
aT ~ - I 2
DB) == - 2~ 3inwjl[ .l'1 - t/J - ~(A i('OSW;/ + Bis inw,l )] (:Ui)
whcrc j == 1,2. Again, let
ar =0
8AJ'
er
-=0eo,
One CIIll obtain four linear equa tions for amp litudes All 13" A2 and 8 2and
dctcnniu c these pa ramet ers by solving these four equa tions. T hen, following t he
~;U IlC procedure, one can determine w\ and W;) . In prac tice , the constant I/J can he
approxi mated by
I n- I
- L X'
"1=0
Afte r finishing all the optim izat ions one can obtain the amplitudes and pha ses
i ll p.1) by :
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Pj =
<lr ct(lIl {-~)
arctatr(- t.J - 11"
arctau (-T, ) + 11"
tt
arbit rary
:\ ) > 0
A j < O,IJ) > 0
AJ <n, ll j :$O
.4J = O,IJ } > 0
IlJ =O,lJ) <0
A) = O, lJj= O
where j = 1, '2. A Fortra n program by Dr. Hess, was wn ucn Oil ti lt" 1I;lsis .. f
the method descr ibed ab ove. All the data for the unrest ra ined ami tl'slmi!lt".1W;I\' "
tests were analyzed using this program . Aftc r man y trial s for various fn' t1IH'IIl'i,'s,
amplitudes and bias conditions it was evident t hat the second comptlllcl1l, is iu-
significa nt com pa red wit h the main comp onent, the one wit h t il') WlI \ 'C frl-"In,'n,·)'.
Therefor e, t he resu lt s presented in t he next sect ion will show the main rompuneut
on ly,
The results call be presented eithe r ill dimensional ur lIU1ldi lllt'nsiuual f"rlll. 111
the nondimcnsion al representati on, we have
where { is nondimensional roll amplitude , ¢Jis roll illIlpliturl,!, K is wave 1I1I1II 1... r
and 1J<> is wave am plitude,
where w is wave frequenc y in rad ian.
Sub stituting (3.8 ) into (3.7) shows th at the nondimcnslnnal rolt 1lIllJll it' I,J . ~ is
inversely proportiona l t o w1 and 1J• • Due tu the re asons rnentioucd ,:arli,:r ill t1 1 i.~
1;7
d lapte r, t ile WAve amp litude is hard to be kept as .. const ant ftlr different Ieequen-
!:it"'. Olle to the no nliearity in damp ing the relationsh ip of roll response ttl waves is
nc nllncae. III othe r .....ords. the roll angle is ntlnlinea rly dependen t on '1.1\. In this
1:a.'lC, usinJl!: equat ion (3.1) ttl presc nt response may no t show t he real ch.u&cte rist ics
of roll response . For this reason, t he dimensional form .....iII be used to presen t roll
am plit ude in the next section.
3.4 R esult s and D iscu ssion s
In th is section , fi n~ of all, wc shall present and discuss t he results of roll damp-
ing and the natu ra l frequencies which were obtained from the unrestrained and
res trained roll decay tests. T hen , the results of the unrest rai ned wave tests will be
shown and I.rieny discussed. In t he last subsect ion. we sh&l present t he results of
t he rest rained wave tests first; t hen discuss them by comparing th-m with those
from the unrest rained wave tests.
3.4.1 Ro ll D amping and Natura l Frequenc y
Refore the wave ,"csls. roll decay tests with the model M363 were performed for
hat h unrestrained a nd rest rained condit ions. In the restrai ned condition, t he roll
dcc ey tests were ca rried out ..... it h the pivot both a t t he Position J and Positioll
2. TILecc ndi t jons o f rC3t ra.int and weight distribution for t he roll decay ~ests .....ere
l'X1LCtly t he same as those for the wave tests. Ho-veve r . these conditions are slight ly
ditrerent from those for the tests described in Chapt er 2. Because the analysis of
the wave test s was based on the model 's par ameters me asured from t hese roll dccey
t I'S~S the difference of loading condi tion between these ~ests and t hose in Chap te r
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2 will not influence th e results and the disc ussion hereafte r.
( E and W,J for the unrestr ained conditi on are show n in Figure 3.1 1 and Fi/o;llrt'
3.12 respectively, Th e average roll amp litu de, t$o, ill these figures is lllt' S;\l\W ;lS
tha t defined in the Section 2.·1, GAl . in these tests was measured 2.90 em.
The graphs in Figu re 3.11 show that the dependence of <",on ~ is linear, 'I'11l'
graphs in Figure 3.12 indicate t hat WJ, wo, is almos t constant. CIlfnlmring tIll'
graphs in Figure 3.11 with those in Figure 2.8 in t he I a.~ t ehnptcr, one mil)' null '
that a slight chang e in the center of gravity docs not affect the roll Ilitlllpill g \wy
much. W,f, on the other hand. is more sensitive to t l,c weight ,lisl,rilJlltiun. It. " ;11'
bc seen from the F igure .1.12 that W,f increases. Th is is similar to the tWill! sl1m\'11
in Figure 2.22.
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w,; for Position. 1, Figur e ;1.15 . is lower than that for Position 2, Figure 3.16.
This ra n he explaine d by rderring to the definition of ""d in equat ions (2.26) ""hidl
r-an be rewritt en 1Ui
1 = IG + p\'r~ + p'Vp~ + A.I'l
p.')
(3.10)
rc and JIG ill turn denote the transve rse an d vertical dist ance between the pivot
Mill tIl l ' cent er of gravity. For hot h posi t io n 1 and pO$ilio n 2, we have
(3.11)
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Fer conditions ,\ I and T I , because t he pivot is pla o-d at I ln- ,.,,11 'T 711rr /J 011 ,,1 t lu-
model's cen ter of gravity is moved to C' . r (l is given h.\·
lrcl e Ga'
For the A'o Bias Conditi on, because hoth the pivot poaitinn () and Ilw ,·,·n k ,. ,,(
gravit y G are on the center plane; for tho PD.';ili lHl :! ('\ 2 anr l T:,!) tlu - Ilil·"I, po s iti""
0' and the center of gravity c: h a ve the sallie t ran S\'('rst~ ,'uorrliu;llt'; lhll.~ , fur 11",
No Bia.~ C07ldilio71and Posil ion E, 11'1' have
ra = G
It is clear that I is la rger for po sitio n I compan-d with thaI fur pusitiolt :!. At
the end of the Section 2.5, it was indicate d tlHl.l G M lor ~l:lI;a inn .'"SI,!; \\"i1.l1 III<'
increase ill the bi as ang le. Bec au se the bill.. angles aft.'equal fur IlUlil 1',Mll i", t I
and Posit ion 2, w" for Po..ition !1 is highe r than t hat for Pas it inn f. CUlIlp;rr,·,1
with the w~ for No Bias Condition , 1414 for pOlli/ i(!1l !! is ,\lso hil;ht'r IW ' -il"S!' nlt 'ir f
arc the same but Position :1has a larger G M due to its hill.. i\ ll gl!~.
Figures 3.13 and 3.1-1 ind ica l e that the slope or (/;, JIl ( s. ~~ "'lu;ll i,m (:! .:.! ~I)
for the definition of m ). wi t h respect 10 90 is larger fur tile f<lIulitj " us wit h I.ii's
com pared with that (or upright condit ion . T his means tlt;lt the \·iSl"OllSnUllpflW' lt1
of (E for biased cond ition is stronger. Thc nonlineari ty of 1I1l ~ roll rt'S IJ"II S'~ ill Wil Vt'S
due to dam ping may be stronger fo r the biase d condition (t lt is will 1m ,~\'i rll ,nl. 1;11.1'fJ.
3 ,4.2 Frequency R esponses of the U nres t ra ined Wave 'Tests
The results from unr est rained wave tests arc s hown ill F igur,:s :1.17 t l , rf, u~h
3.21. -The negative sign for the bias angle in L1lCSC flgures means bj .~~ «WilY ffl.m
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Figure 3.16: W d fer Restrained Wa,\'c Tl..'Sls, Posil ifll '},
V1A\OC source ( wave m.aker) . The bias towar ds the wave sou rce is indicated hy a
IMKil ivc sign,
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Figure 3. li; Unres trAined Roll Res ponse in No Bias Condition
('olll par ilig th e s rAphs in Fit;ure 3.17 wit h those in F igure 3. 18 and 3.19, one mA~'
no te th at in the cue or bias towa rds the wave source t he peak nlue. of response
for the bias of ·1.1 dcg:rt'CS is slight ly larger rhan t ile rest. On the oth er hand . it
slight, hut steady increase in peak response with bias anp;le can be observed from
t he graphs for th e condit io n of bias lI.....a~· from the wevc source, shown in F'igurCll
:1.17. 3.20 and 3.21.
,\s mentioned ilt the beginn ing of this chapter , f\.h rshfield 113J foun d th t t ile
peak of roll amp litu de for th e bias away from the wave source is hig her comp a red
with those for lhe rest cond it ions. In the cas e of bias angle o f ± 7,99 (F igures 3 .19
il llli 3.21), th e rC5ults from t he pres ent tests support Marshfield' s result s. However,
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Figure a .18: Unrest rained nlll! HC~fln tl sc , lI i a.~ Angl,': 'LI"
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Figure 3.19: ll nrcst raine cl Roll Response, Hies Angh:: 7.!J!J"
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Figure 3.20: Unrestrained Roll Response, Bias Angle; - ·1.1"
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Figure 3.21: Unrestrained Roll Response, Bias Angle: -7.99"
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t he res ul ts from the case of bias ang le of ±·1.1 degre es with uomlnnl '\',1\'1' h,' i ~ h' of
6 em ( Figures 3,113an d 3.~O ) ill t he present test~ indic nte t hnt !ll(' roll ,1lHl'litu,], '
is slightly hig her when t he bias is towards the wave sou rce. T Ill' rcnson is ntl l \"'I"y
clea r, hut t he following Factor may contribut e tv this flil rt,Tt' llrl ' , III iln- rl'f"rc'lll't'
1131, the wave slope for lhe condit ion of blas towar ds tlu- wave S,Hln',' is i,lum' ,.;
per cen t lower com pared with the no bias condition and III p,'rel'llt l" wI'r "ulIl lli lrt ', 1
with the bias away fro m the wave source. III t ile pres ent. h'sts, ou t lu- II, IWI" 11<11111 ,
wave slopes for the thr ee cond it ions (bias towards Mill ;\lI'ay Fromtil\' lI"il\', ' SlJ"r,, '
and 110 bias condition) at givcu wave frequency a lll i nom ina l wuvr- HllIpl il ll,I,' an-
al most constant . (piease refer ttl Flgures ;1.1 lhwlIgll :1,.1 ,11..1 :I,li I,hro, .,,1, ;I , ~ II . III
addition, ti le experi mental envi ronment and the ship hull fonn lII ay Ills u p l;t)' ~" II I"
role in the difference. :",loTl'o"l'r, the wan' am[Jlil;ld, ~s lls,~d ill 1t:11M " hil; llI' l' 11."11
those used in the p resent tes ts . T he high wave am plilllt k usua lly I , r i n~s ;o sfruff.!!," t
nonlineari ty to t he response.
Th e frequency s hift ill th e present tests is sig nificant. Co tlll'i1riSIlIi " f n 'S" Uili l l
frequenci es in Figure :J.l i through :1,21 with th e t1atUTlLI frl:lllll' rwil's ill F il!" , r. 's
3.12 indicates that the resona nt Irequc ncy is shi flt~l[ up 1.0 ~) r",rn ' tll I t/W iU''[ S l il"
lower d irect ion , T llis ag rct'S with eno of Xlars hnc1d's results P HI, ~hrsldid,1 n.un.l
that" the peak of the respons e \ F O I' III !!) occur a t frc'I [ U' ~ f lt:i, ·S J.d "w 1.111' tlorl. nr"l
frequencies noted in the roll deca y tes ts". :-'lort't)V.:r, tho 1'1<1.\'(' frl" IIIl'IWYfur 1.11" I",;,k
roll ampl itude for the no bia.scOIi/lif i' JII, hias nnglcs ,\.I d egrt.'t:s iLII.1 i .!/!J. Iq!, rt " ,~ ill
t u rn slightly increased (t hey arc 2.!JO, 2.92 and 2,!),'j r ad . / s( ~l; . rf:sJl"divdy ). '1'1",
effect orbias direct ion on the value of the resonant wave fTf~ ' l t ll: ur;y scums ltl h,: wr y
ins ignific ant.
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Figure :I .~ 2 : Mean Roll Angle from Unrestrained Wave Tests
TIICmean angles from experimenta l analysis arc shown in Figure 3.22. These
graphs correspond to the tests with waves of a nominal height of 5 centimeters. For
ot her wave heights, t he mean angles approxi mately have the same values. From
tile graphs in Figure 3.22, an interesting phenomenon can be observed. All t he
mean anglell towards t he wave source arc increased and the bias angles away from
the WiL\ 'C source arc decreased. This could be due to th e effect of the second order
latl'ral Wa\'C force and the tet hering in drift.
3.4 .3 Fr equ ency Re sponses of the Restrained Wave Tests
Th e roll ampl it ud es for the rest ra ined condi t ion, plott ed ag ainst wave Ircq ucn-
cil's, iltl' shown in Figu re 3.23 th rough Figure 3.27.
T he mea n ang les with wave frequ encies are shown in Figur e 3.28 and Figu re
:1.29. These mean ang les, like thos e for unre st rai ned tests, ar e from th e ana lysis
7S
:;Y/ : /"v~.,,---'>/ • nom. wave ht, 3 em·,,' .... + nom. waveht, 4 ems-" 0 nom. wave ht. 5 em
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Figu re 3.23: Roll Amplitude (rom Itc.'1lraincd Wave Tes t«, No lIi i1 ~
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F igure 3.24: Roll Amplitude from Restra ined Wave Tesrs , AI
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Ftgure 3.'26: Roll Amplitude lrom Restrained Wave Tests, A2
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Figure 3.2i : Holl Amplitude from Hcst raillCI! wave 'Ihts, T'!
of the record ed data. "Position l" ,1TlJ ~ I'(Js i tioll:.r in tilt' li/( liflOS 1l1 "illl .~ 11,,11 III<'
pivot was placed at pOllit ioTl I '\lul pll,~ilifJtl ~ n:slwl:tivl ' l::,
Tile effect of wave direction 0/ , mean ang les is 11(,1 IlUifufl ll as 1I1;11 in 111111 '
st rained wave tests . f or pO$i t i on 1, the mean illigies tl/wards WIL\'"s t!en .'"w with
t he increase in the wave Frequency. The mean ang les away Inun lilt! W; L\'" SO I UT, '.
decrease firsl, then inc rease a. liul e, For 111e po,~ililln 2, ,1 similar t (' lI, II~ IICY is sl,owli.
Compa ring the gra phs in Figure 3,2:1th rough Figur e :I.2i willi thosl' ill F i~ ll n '
3.17 through Figure 3,21, one may see that lIH ~ roll rl!s Jl()nse.~ from 1I1<' 1""s"I)'
tet hered an d the firmly rest rained conditions ar e signi/il:;Ult ly ,lirr( ~fl' lI t . S" \',' r;11
feat ures of the graphs in f igures :1,2;1through :I,2!' wll lt! be lIutin', I,
1. Althou gh the responses become la rger in t he fCSlIlIlLllt n~gill ll thl~ n 'Sllllilll1
phenomena arc not so strong as t hose t hat occurred ill the Iwreslrairll'd WiJ\'( '
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tests; especially for the condi t ion of bias away Irom W; I\ 'C sou rce wuh tln-
pivot at the position 2 ('\ 2), the response shows a prcuy lIal \";lri~li"l1 wilh
wave frequency.
2, The responses arc clearly not sym11l1'1rkah<)1ltr,'.~"llil ll("' . III;uldili"lI . tl,,· I , '
spouses at the frequencie s high er tha n llt l.' resona nt [requeury arc sigllilj,-illl l l ~
larger than th ose on t he other side of rcsonuuce.
3. Com pared with the conditions of no bias and t ill.' bias away In-m 111l' \\";1\','
source, the bias towa rds the wave sou rce gives higher Tl'spnl1se ~l11 p li l l l,I, 's ,
especi ally th e peak values of roll am plit udes,
4, The differe nce betw een the results from th e tests with lhe pivot at di ll','r"111
posit ions, rela t ively speaking, ie not very significa nt.
In th e following, we sha ll discus s those fea tures by comp aring 1hcIII with lh"s,'
for the unr estr ai ned wave rests. W hen comparing t he results froll] t lll'Sl' twu 'ids
of wave tes ts, one should not ice t he difference of wave am plit udes for tht's" 1(·s1.s,
The nom ina l wave amplitudes used ill the unrest rai ned wa ve teats iltl' -I, ;l " nd fj
cent imete rs. Those for the rest rain ed wave tests arc :I, ,I aud .'il:elltiuw1.l:rs, T hll,;,
t he roll am plitud es rep resented by dol dflsh line with "0" from llIlrl:S~r;Lilll'd k~1.s
ar e comp ar abl e with those in dash line wit h "+" from restr a illcd tests. ln tbis pair
o f lines t he corres pon ding nominal wave height is 5 ern . III t ile sumo way, tlll~ .~fllid
line for th e unres t rai ned tests are paired up wit h the d,u!l lillr. for IWI",;Lrllilll,,1
tests; t his group correspon ds to th e nominal wave height of -1 em. Tili s rHl l~ will I",
ap plied t hro ughou t th e di scussion relaled lo these t wo sets of wave lests,
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The following discussion will focus on the res(ra ine,! and nnrcat rniuod 1""1"
bo t h in the upright condit ion. Then the bias condition s will he ('o1t ~id ,'n', I . TIll-'
com parison will be carried out mainly betwee n t he resul ts frolll the uurr-slrnim-d
tes ts and those from the rest rained wave test s with the l'i\'OLat position I. If it
is not specially menti oned the ~ restrained test" in t he following cOlllpar i""1l ('lId
discussion will refer to the rest rained test with the pivot at position I . TI ll' ,'If"d
of p ivot positio n will be discussed at the end or this section.
In the upr ight condi tion , roll responses from unrestrai ned tests, in F ig1l1"l ' :1.17,
are approximately sym me tric a l about the resonant Freque ncy. 011 the ntl wr h.unl,
the responses or the rest rained model, in Figure 3.23, do not possess IUlY "yIlHIl'I.ry.
For the restra ined tests, the roll empll t c-lcs withi n super-resonant region arc alt ll""L
dou ble t hose within the sub -resonan t region. Ti le frequen cy shi rt is also ,!ilr"I"l 'uL.
The peak value of roll ampl itude of the res traine d model occurred at a rn 'ljl ll'lll"y
between 3.07 rad./ sec. and 3.28 rad./sec.. T he natur al Frequency in tlds case, shown
in Figure 3,15, is abou t 2.9 rad. / sec.. This indica tes t.hat rcso nen t frequency "I lifl..~
from nat ural frequen cy to a higher frequency by a value or at least 0.17 r it l l. / "I ~I : . ,
ab out 5.8 percen t. It was previously shown th at rhc reson an t Ircquc ucy ill ,l ie'
unre strained tests in the upright co ndit ion was shifted , in t he opposite Il in ~di !jll ,
abou t 5 percent . The graphs in Figur e 3.23 combined wit h those in Figure :l.li .~ll lJw
a nonlinea r re lationship between wave amplitude and response amplitu,ll ~ . T Ilt'
step bet wee n t hree wave amplitudes at t he frequ encies of 2.31 and :1.61 r"d ./ sl'I:.
is appro ximately constant . Howeve r, the distance betwee n t hree roll am l,lilll ll"s
at t he frequency of 3.64 rad./ sec. is much larger than t hal al Frequency uf 1.:1-1
rad ./ sec..
Sellars [29) discussed the cffcct of sway rCfotraint on roll motion. His results
indicate that sway restraint could significantly increase roll amplitude. The results
from Zou's tests [3.11 show that the rest raint reduced the peak values of roll am-
plitude about ten percent. The resonant frequency was also 5 percent lower than
the natura l frequency. The features shown in Zou's results are rather different from
those presented by Sellars.
In t ile present experiments, the vertical position of the pivot is at the supposed
vertical" roll center ". The position of this roll center was estimated from 7..ou's
calculation {33J. According to Zou (331, the damping cannot be decoupled even
though the pivot is put at the roll center. Th is can be interpreted as that the
e!Tect of restraint in other modes on roll motion cannot be completely ignored. The
restrained condition of the present tests is different (rom both Zou's and Sellar 's.
In thei r tests, the model was allowed to heave freely. In the present restrained
wave tests, on the other hand, the heave, sway, yaw, pitch, drift and surge were
all restrained. This special restra ined condition may make some contribution to
the roll amplitudes. However, the results from the present restrained tests seem to
support Sellar's finding. T he graphs in Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.23 show that the
restraint results in a about twenty eight percent increase in the peak values of roll
amplitude . Unfortunately, both Zau's and Sellar 's results are based on the tests
with an unbiased model. Thus no Iurthu r comparison can be mad e.
The graphs in Figure 3.21 with those in Figures 3.24, and the graphs in Figure
3.19with those in Figure 3.25 arc approximately comparable because the difference
in bias angle is only 0.49 degrees. The first group of graphs corresponds 10 the
condition of bias away from wave source. The peak of roll amplit ude from the
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restra ined Wa\'Ctesh i. close to that (rom the unrestrained WA"C tests, The W o;UllOl
group corresponds to the condition of the bias toward. the WAVC source; t he pc·;,k
of roll amplitude (rom the rest rained wave tesls is About 5.2 degrees highc-r than
th"t obtained (rom the unrestrained WM'e tests.
The comparison between the graphs in Figure 3.2-1 /llltl t hat in ~iglln- :I.:!!'l
indicat es the effeet of bias direc tion in t he restrained ccnditton . h is shown that
the peak of the roll amplitude for bias towards the WAve source i ~ 0 11 averagt- nhulIL
5.7 degrees higher than that for bias away from the wave source. T his result i .~
in contrast to that presented by Marshfield [131who found that the lllotlc! ltiils!',1
away from wave source experienced a higher roll amplitude.
Moreover, the roll am plitud e for bias towards the wave source ooes nlll ~l U1w
explicit resonant phenomena. If considering the slight variat ion in wave arnplilll,I,!,
shown in Figure 3.? and 3.8. one may note that the roll amplit udes vary with
respect to the varying wave frequency.
For both biases away from and towards the ....-eve source, " stable roll 1II11lioll
was observed during the tests (no capsize occurred) . Marshfield (13), on thl~ ut lll'r
hand , discovered that the roll motion for biu away from wave source wa.~ III"Tt ~
stable.
Another two pairs of graphs can be compared to show the cflcc t of the pivul
position; one is from Figura 3.24 and 3.26, the other i. from Figures 3.25 and :t.:Ui.
T hese graphs show that the difference is compa ratively , light . The iusignilir:allt
difference in roll amplitude between posit ion I and po.filion 2 may be explulued
by the very small shift of pivot position. The center of gravity WM shifted, i. t!.
t he distance between two pivot positions, only 0.5 cent imeters for the bias " f 7/ 1
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degrees which is only 0.9 percent of the model's beam.
The reason for the different roll behaviour under different bias and restrained
ccndit lcns is sti ll not clear. One possible explanation may be that these asymme tric
featu res arc mainly due to the combination of effects of biasdirection and restrai nts.
The bias change:'! the relAtive position ofship hull in wave:'!and makes it asymmetri c.
T his result s in an asymmetric distribution of water pressure. All the terms in the
roll equation may be changed. The change in damp ing moment due to bias was
indicated in Chapter 2. Restrai nt could also change the exciti ng moment , which
was mentioned in re ference {29J. In thc present experiments, the restraint in heave
changes th e model's displacement as well as the values of GZ, consequent ly changes
restor ing moment , However, furth er conclusions cannot be made because of the lack
of knowledge about the effects of bias and restraint on hydrodynamic forces.
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Chapter 4
Numerical Simulation of the
Asymmetric Motions
T he ex perimental results presented in th e last chapte r show th'll the rull um-
plitudes a re much la rger when t he model is biu l,.od towa rds t he wave !!O lIfft ' t ll ' l lI
those when it is biased a~'ay from the WAve source. T l,is phenome non :li,1i1li"llll
to un derst and becau se a 10Lof factors, such as rcst raint.8, wave direction all,1 1"U1l-
piing between roll And othe r modes may play some role. To furt her undc"tan,l ll u'
phenomenon, a simula tion willbe presented in th is cha pter .
Bass (191, Feat and J ones [201also di d a st udy of asym mclric roll ing m o t ioll llSillJl.
simulation . However , Feat and Jones , as wa'llpointed Dil l in ChapLer 1. filik..1 Lt.
predict the effect of bias direct ion which was considered to heall impo rt ant r' ~;ll ll rl'
oC ro lling motion of a biasedship in beam waves 1191. Bu.. , in his mat hematk al
mod el [19J, took int o account t he variation in GZ curve a. wel l as the varial i"u ill
disp lacement due to relat ive heave. However , it is difficu lt to es timate t ile rcl ilt i vl ~
heave ifone docs not solve the coupled heave-roll equat ion. On t he et her haurl, the
rela t ive heave can be estimated to a reasonable degree of accuracy in t he 1) I'I ~sl ' lI l
st udy. Under t he res trained conditi ons described in t he llllit chapte r, l ilt! "IIiI'
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model M363 wa.~ firmly rest rained in heave and sway. li enee, the relat ive heave
is determined by the vertical motion of the waves. In addition, Bass, FCill and
Jones did not take into account the hydrodynamic coupling effects of sway and
heave into roll. Zcu (33Jfound tllal even if a pivot is placed at the roll cenler, sway
and roll cannot be completely decouplcd. Unfortunately, he only studied roll-sway
coupling. In the present study, we assume that roll and sway as well as roll and
heave cannot be completely decouplcd. The effects of the couplings arc considered
in tilis simulation even though the effects may not be very significant.
In this chapter, it is also assumed that the model is subjected to beam waves
and is completely free in roll but restrained in all other modes. The mathemat ical
model is developed to simulate the mot ions of a ship model biased towards and
away from a wave source at 7.5 degrees heel and pivoted at two different posit ions.
pelnta 0 and 0' ( see Figure 4.1 ), which will be referred to as Position 1 and
Position 2 respectively. Position 2 has two positions; one is on the left of 0 , for
the bias towards the wave source; the other is on the right of 0 , for the bias away
from the wave source. When the pivot is at 0 (position 1) the motion of the model
without bia9 is also simulated.
In the fi gure 4.1, G denotes the model's center of gravity when it has no bias.
G will be referred to as the original center of gravity. For the bias angle of 7.5
degrees, t he model's center of gravity is moved from G to d. G' will be referred to
as new center of gMvily. The new center of gravity G' also has two positions; one
is on the left of G, for the bias towards the wave source; the other is on the right
of G. for the bias away Ircm the wavesource. The distance between G and G' (Le.
GG' or 00' ) is about 0.5 ern. 0 is 0.3 ern below the original center of gravity G.
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Figure 4.1: T he Coordinate Syslcm
DO' is parallel to GG'. The transverse coordinate of 0 is the same a.~ t hl~t uf tlu-
original center of gravity G for Position I and the t ransverse coordinate of (J' is
the sam e as the new center of gravity G' for Posifion E.
Following t he definit ion in Chapter 3, for the Position I, Hie r-endition will I.e
referred to as "T in when the ship model is biased towards the wave source: when
it is biased away from the Wave source the condition will he denoted hy "1\I".
Similar ly, for Pos ition 2, "T2" and ",\ 2" will in turn denote the r.ullditicJ!lS lll:ll
the model is biased towards and away from the wave source. T he motiu l! or tl l'~
model in no bias condition with the pivot at Po.~jliD n I will be denot ed 'ly NIJ /Ji ll .•
Condition.
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4.1 M athematical Model
figure 1. 1 shows t he coordinate system s And the positi ve sense of the model's
ruction . The coordinate system yl': is used to describe waves. T he coordinat e
~y~tcm YOZ . for po.si/iQn 1. and YO'Z (not shown in Figure 4.1), for po.silio" 2.
arc used to describe t he model's sway and heave. The roll angle and bias angle
have posit ive values when t llc model rolls or heels towards t he wave sourc e.
The relat ionship of coordinates yTz and YOZ (or YO' Z ) is
v » y
where Of denotes the vert ical dis ta nce betwee n the pivot position 0 (or 0') am]
wate r sur face when the model is in upright condi tion.
H the model's upright condition is taken as t he reference roll condition, following
the equation presented in {19j, the governing differential equation is of t he form:
JG~ - P'VPc(Y - PG¢) + p'Vra(Z +ra~l
+B£{~ - a) +pg'VGZ(~ - 0 , Jto) t A",,(¢ - ii)
+A41( }~ - PG¢- Ii) + B41{Y - PG6- u)
+A"3(Zt ra¢ - v)+Bdi+ra6 - v) = M (·1.1 )
The first term on the le(t side of equation (4.1) is the model 's roll inert ia mo-
ment about center of gravity, the second and the th ird te rms are additional inert ia
moments due to heave and sway motions as well as the separation between the
pivot posit ion and center of gravity, the fourth and the fifth terms in t urn arc roll
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da m ping mom ent and restor ing moment abo ut pivot posjt lon (0 or 0 '), lh,' ~ ix l h
te rm is hydrodynamic added roll ine rt ia mo ment , th e l i\..~ t four terms rt'pn ':<,' ul iln -
hyd rod yn amic effect of sway and heave on roll. III the above l,(plillioll, tho,1"111110 ':<
the equiva lent linear da mpi ng coefficien t , p denot es dft'cli \'(' water d t'IlSil .\·: '\ is
the disp lacement volume of t he mod el; :1H represent s t he hpl rmlYllanli c ad.k" r"H
momen t of iner t ia, Au and :143 are hydrodynamic addedmass in mil 01111' ,,, :<11"11.\'
and hea ve respect ively. 8 42 and 8 43 are da m ping coefflcicuts ill rull din- to S \\" ;I.\ · an, 1
hea ve respectiv ely; rP denot es bias angle and 4J is absolut e ro ll llnglt' of ti lt' 111" .1.·1.
Q is th e wave slope , M is an excit ing mo ment due to tllc m ria ti llll uf ,lispla"" nll'Ul
which is partly ca used by rest ra int in heave . pc; an.l ra ill turn lin' tile \'I'rl i" ;ll a1l<1
horizo nt al distances bet ween the cent er of grav ity and the r ivllt . In t ilt' ,:nordiU;II!'
system Y OZ , for No Bias Condition we have
fa =a llG =OG=a.ooa (m)
For t he cond it ions Al and TI , the y arc
l-ol= CC' =0.00·5 (m ) Pc; =OG =0.00:1 (III)
In th e coo rd inat e system YO'Z, for th e conditi ons A'J.and '1'1 , we hav,~
rc =0 Po =0.00:) (TIl)
u an d v in equat ion (4.1) denote hor izontal and ver t ical vcl(Jdli(~s uf It. [Htrt k l,' ill
th e wave; th eir der ivat ives with respec t to time, 1; a.nd iJ, deno te t Ill: l!.rccl.!rilt i" l1"r
a parti cle in the wave; Y,Y,Z and Z in t urn rep rese nt ~ wa.y a.II<l I Il!aV(~ It.n:..tN~l l i"n
an d velocity of th e roll cent e r 0 (or O' ),
Let 0 denote th e relat ive roll ang le. T hus, the rel a tio n or ah sulutc rol l ;~ Il~lf~ ~,
wave slope a and th e relativ e roll ang le 0 is given by
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O =~- a (·1.21
Suhstit ute eq uat ion (4.2.1 into (4.1), (6 - a) and it l derivatives with respect to
time in all t he terms are replaced by 0 and corresponding derivat ives. Th e lil'l't
thr ee term s ( in t he first row) in equation (4.1) become
l aO+ l ao - p'Vpc Y +p'Vr a Z +p'V(O+Q)(r~ + pb)
This can he rearr anged u
where
lu = tc +p'Vr~ +p'Vpb
Because ti le model is restr ainer! in heave an d sway Z, Y and the ir derivat ive'Sarc
zero. T hus, equat ion (4.1) can be reerren ged as
100+ Ico +B,,;8 +pgV GZ (9, !b)+A~.O
-A~~u - O~'U - Auu - B4:) lJ+pV&(rb +p~)
t (O+o )(ra Au - pcA~~ ) +(6 +o )(r aBu - PGB~~ ) = .\ f (-1.3)
Comhine t he lin t and the lifth terms or equation (4.3) and t hen divide t he eq uati on
IIy (10 + A~4 ) . equAtion is norm alised as
0+ 2(r.w"O+P9;" GZ(O,1t') - au u - bnu
- ouu- b43 lJ+7ii(r~+ pb )
+(0+ ii)(rao u - peo 4' )+(0+ o )( rabu - Pab4, )
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where
A ~2
a12 =T
A~J
a'IJ=T
f= fo + Al4
All =-fo
f,~2 = ~
hn= ~
(f: = '.!~ "
M2 =T
T he las t three te rms on the left side of equat ion (·1.01) can he omitted in allpr llximill"
calculation because ro and Po are very small.
Equati on (·1..1) appr oximat ely describes the rolling motion o( the lllu' ["1 re-
strai ned in eve ry degree o( freedom except for roll. Th e roll motion Olr the 1110.1,,1
M363 under each different pivot a nd bias condition can be ~ i lJllIl.\tc( 1 hy s llh~ l i·
t ut ing t he parameters in the equatio n with t hose dete rmined in tile nextse..tiuu.
Solv ing th is equati on will give the relative roll angle O. The absolut e roll iUl.~lo - .;,
can be der ived from equation (.I.:!) iIS
(.l.fj )
4.2 D etermination of the P ar ameters
In t his secti on, all t he parameters t hat app ear in equation ('1.01) will he ( 1( ~ ri Vl~( 1
or determined.
Firstl y, consider the moments M I and M2 • Consider a two dimensional Wi,V'-
t ravelling in y direction, t he direc tion away from the wave make r and at rigllt ;'lI g[(!~
to the model 's longitudinal d irection. Assum e the wave profile h a.~ the (orlll:
'1, (y, ') = '1osin( kY - loIt )
where '1<> is wave amplit ude, k is wave nurnbet .w represents wave frequency.
Tilt! wave slope is given hy
a,
iiY
k'locos(ky-wt )
Qmcos( k y -wt)
where
(.I.i)
(1.8)
I ·I.!)
In this.study it is assumed ~ ha t t he wave is very long compared with the beam
and draught of the ship model. In ot her words, the beam and draught or ti le ship
model is negligible compared with the length of wave. Hence, we can assume y =0
and kz = 0 when considering the wave forces acting on the ship model. This results
in a simplificat ion of the wave expression and its parameter s:
'1(tl :=' '1osin (-w t )
0 = omcoswt
Q = - oml.icoswt
Substit uting equation (<1 .12) into equation (4.5) gives
M1 -!!j-omW~coswj
- o .wlcoswl
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(.I. IO)
(·I.II )
(.1.12)
(.1.13)
where
10
n, = om, l-I.I-11
.\12 is a momen t due to t he relative heave . Because the heave is rt'slr llillt',l th t·
motion of relative heave is just the vertic al motion of the wave. A result of l itis
wave motion is an increase in displ acement given app roxima tely by:
where A...~ is the area of waterplan c of the ship model for upr ight condtuon.
Figure 4.2: P"" L...and L. or the Model
If we assume the cent er of gr avity or thc layer added d ue to rclutlve heave is
approxima tel y on t he cent er pla ne, the arm of the moment Mh hy rert : rri ll ~ to
Figure 4.2, can be generally appro ximated by
L...= ( ~'1{j) +OC]).'linO- L.
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('l. lIij
where L. is additional mome nt arm due to t he rrensvcrse sepa ratlcn of the pimt
Jll).. itio n from the od&ina! roll center O. L. Ior position I (including no bias con,fi.
lio n) and po.,ilion f arc 0 and 00' co.sO em respec tively. When t he pivot i~ moved
in Y di rec tion I" hu a positive value.
7JC ca n be approxi mated by ( refer to Figure 4.1) :
7Jl: Of . (' ) zrrCO.!lO
=.sin ( i - O) .!I1n '2- n = ;;;0
Thus , M1 is writte n as
,\I PwL",
T=-;-
pg~WJ' '1(t)({~'1 (t)+OC).sinO- L.j (·1.17)
T he vert ical and horizon ldl com ponenls of wave velocities and acceler ations can
be ded.·..-d from the wave velocity po tent ial. T he wave velocity potential which
sittisfies Laplace's equa tion and wave profile in eq ua tion (4.7) is given by
0$ = _~ehCO.!l {fcy _ wI)
Thus th e horizontal veloci ty and acceleration are
*1",
'1~k .sin(ky _ wt )
II~w.sin ( ~·y - wI)
At Y= O. we have
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(4.18)
(U9)
(·I.:!O )
I ·I.:!I)
Similar ly, ....-ecan oMa in thc expression or .....eve \·erli cal \oclocil)' alld acrd,·r.l l illn
as follo.....in&
At 1/=0, we have
Restoring momen t is given by
GZ(O,iP) ;oGZ(O) +GG'r.osO
where
( I.:':.!)
( I.:! I)
GO' = _ ,,'VGZI!p1
W,COJy.
lV. , as defined in Chapter 2, IS a movable weight ; a lied a.ngle can he o!Jtlliue.1 I,)·
moving W•. and GZ (O) is the restoring moment for No BiM Condition. Acr·..nl illp,
to equa tion (2.3) it is of the form:
GZ(O)=GM(O+ /1 ,0' +" ,0')
Th e parameters GM , PI and P2 arc obtai ned from the GZ curve and i/lrliu iliK
test s. As was previously indicated, the last term of equation (~ .201 l is ch••! t" t l ll~
bias condition . It represents the effect of bias on resturing moment .
Finally, let us consider the effective water density p. Feat and Jones [20! ill v, : ~.
tigated the Smith Effectdue to the position of the ship on the wave). A brier rm l lill')
is given.
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Ikrlloulli\ equation for the pr essure can be expressed as
(-1.26)
where Pois is water dent ' ty.
According to equation (4.18) the midd le term of equati on (4.26) shou ld he
The variation in pressure can be der ived from equat ion (4.26)
~ - Po9[ 1 +kckr'Jdsinwt]
- Poo(l + ehO'msinwt)
At. l. = 0 we have
~t.",o =-Po9{l +O'msinwt)
(·1.2i)
(·1.28)
( 1.29)
~or the assumption of linear distribution of pressure, the variati on of pwssnre
should be
(-1.30)
Comparing equ at ion (4.29) with (.\.30), we have
p = po(l +Dmsinw t)
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(4_31)
T he value of dampi ng coefficie nt (E shown in the l/lSt chapter call be IISt'<1 \i"h '.
( £ is expressed in the form
(£ "" mOo+ c
where 60 denot es the amp litude of the rela tive roll angle O. In and c are t!elc rlllill,'<1
1Iy linear regression of th e da ta shown in the last ebaptcr .
Pi vol G a r
Positi on
Bias No ±7.5° ±7.S0 No ±7.,')O
Condition s Bias Bi ilS
0" 0.83 0.7i ,1 0.7701 -0.:129 - O . :~!l 7
6" 0.183 0.153 0.153 ·0.:J.l5 -0.:18.')
0" 0 =f0.0573 =f0.208 0 =f0.o.,)7:1
6" 0 =F0.31 =F0.86 I 0 .=f0.:11
Tab le 4.1: Couplin g Coefficient.!
Bas s est imat ed the coefficien ts of coupling terms, sway and heave into roll (LI:.
A41 etc ), by using software prepa red by IMD of NRC (:lSI, Ti le values of pnr,U ll l:l, l ~ l'~
a(1, b(1etc , th e normalized values of A~2 and 8 41 ell: by I "" 2..')2 k!Jm1, Il r, ' li~l, ~, l
in Ta ble 4.1. Table 4.1 has 6 co lumns, the second and the third CO[ li HlII ~ ,11"" fflr
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tile condition with the pivot at original center of gravity G. T he fourth column
corresponds to the condition of pivot at new center of gravity d . The last two
columns arc for the pivot at the point T, the intcrcrcssing point of water line and
the vertical plane parallel to the center plane which goes thro ugh the center of
gravity G ( or a' ). Because the vertical pivot position in the simulation and the
experiment (Chapter 3) is at. a point between the water line and center of gravity,
columns 2 and 5 give the rangeof the parameters (a~2 crc.) for the no bias condition.
Columns :J and 6 give the range of the parameters for conditions Al and Tl. and
columns 1 and 6 show the range for Position 2 (A2 and T2).
Now, equation (1.4) can be solved numerically. A computer program based Oil
t he method of Runge-Kutt a was written to solve this equation. A Fourie r Anfllysi.,
Method [3'1]then wasapplied to the t ime history of simulated roll motion to tra nsfer
the roll amplitude into frequency domain. The frequency response will be shown
in the next section.
4 .3 R es ults and Di scussio ns
1'0 simulate roll motions, particular values of the coupling coefficient s (a '12 ctc.]
arc chosen for No Bias Condilio n, conditions At. TI . A2 and T2. The values are
chosen within the range shown in Table 4.1. The choice may not be precise, the
effect will he discussed later in this section.
The results of simulation for No Bias Condi/ion is shown in Figure 4.3 . The lines
denote the response values from simulatio n, and the discrete symbols," .. ","+"and
"0". present the experimenta l values of response. The solid line and " .. " are for
the response to the waveswith nominal wave height 3.0 em. Dash line and "+"arc
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for the wave with nominal heights 1.0 em. Dash-dot line end "0 " arc corr('l\'>(II"l ill~
1.0 the wave with nominu height of 5.0 cm. Th is rule will also be 3JlI,lit...1 t,l II..•
gra phs in f igure 4.5 through Figure 4.8.
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!
u 10
i
~
nom. W.l'W: ht. 3 em
+ nom.waveht. 4 em
o nom. \W\e ht. 5 em
' 0""-.9.~~;
~5 3 3.5
Wa~ Fre quency ( Rad&c.)
Figure 4.3: Roll Simul ation for No BiM Condition
For the simu la.tion of roll response of the model in tile No IJiru Cnndilin n. 1111"
values of cocfficien\.aof sway and heave into roll were chosen a., following; fl ~l "111 1
bH arc 0.55 and 0.15 respec tiv ely. a~] and 643 arc set 10 be zero because tile lIlulld
hes no bias angle in No Bias Condit ion.
It indicat es in Figur e 4.3 that th e simulat ion well reflects th e 1Clldl~llq "r r,,11
ampli tude s varying with wave frequency. However, the error i~ ~ igll i~ (;iU ll ill l lll:
nonresonant regions, th e largest erro r occurs at th e wave frequency of :1.62 rad . / ~l ,{: .
The reasons are complicated. One of them may be t hal t he roll damping cod lid t·lIl.
used in the simulat ion is the one measured from Ieee roll tesl s with t he samt~ 1ll" ,ld
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and shown in Figure 3.13. This clamping coefficient corresponds to the model's
damped nat ural frequency. As discussed previously, the damping varies with Ire-
fluency. In the nonresonant regions, the model rolls at wave frequencies which arc
d ifferent from t he model's da mped nat ura l frequency. Therefore, t he usc of the
same da mping for all frequencies is not proper. Unfort unately, only th e damp-
ing coefficient for a given natu ral frequency can be obtai ned unde r a defined load
distribut ion.
Another reason for the error may be th e inaccuracy in the estimat ion of the coef-
ficients b42 , etc .. Moreover, equat ion (4.1) itself only is an approximate descri ption
of coupled roll mcuon .
nom wave ht, 3 cm
nom. waveht. 4 em
nom. wave ht 5 ern
2 S 3.5
Wave Freq ue ncy (R ad.!Sec.)
Figure 4.4: Roll Simulat ion for Condition Al
For Position 1 (condit ions A l and T O , 11~2 and 642 are set t he sam e values as
those used in the simulation for No Bias Condition, but a-u and 643 are in turn
(0 3
';;' 13I
L
- - - · • nom. "'". he 3 em j
u + nom. w.:I1Ie ht, 4 emk I 0 nom. Wolve ht. 5 em
10"i I > :.. ; :p~,:~c;. j
~ 3 [~ : .
2.5 ; 3:3
Wave Frequency (Rad.JSec.)
Figure 4.5: Roll Simulation for Condition A:!.
I
"ri 10I
~
2.5
wave Frequency(Rad,f.)ec,)
3.3
Figure4.6: RollSimulationfor Condition '1' 1
10'
I
15 .
e.
I 10
~
,. .
/.' 0
0 0
0 " ' 0
#~~
+' • nom. wave ht. 3 em •
nom. waveht. 4 em
nom. waveht. 5 em
2.5 3 3.5
wave Frequency(Rad.&c.)
Figure 4.7: Roll Simula tion for Condition T2
changed to 0.05 and 0.25 for AI and - 0.05 and - 0.25 for T l because t he mode l is
biased at 7.5 degrees in this case. For Position 2 (conditions 1\2 and T 2), t he same
values of a~2 and b42 as those in the simulation for Position 1 are kept. Q.13 and
h 3. according to Table 4.1, arc slightly changed to 0.15 and 0.55 for A2 and -0.15
and - 0.55 for T2 respectively. T he simu lated roll amplitudes plotted aga inst wave
frequencies are shown in Figures 4.4 through 4.7.
These simulations preserved the charac teristics of roll amplit ude for different
bias conditions. Under the condition of the ship model biased towards the wave
source the simulation also produces larger roll amp litudes compared with those
when the ship model is biased away from the wave source. As with the simulation of
the response or the ship model in No Bias Condition, the simulated roll ampl itudes
for condit ions Tl and T2 are also lower than the experimental values in the regions
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of large wave frequencies. However. the simulated values for condit ions AI au.l i\ :!
show a good agreement with the experimental values.
It is indicated by both experimental result s, Figures :J.21 t hrough :!.:!."l, iH1t 1
simulated results, Figures 4.3 through ·I.i , th at the roll amplitudes fur rln- n lluli ·
tions 1' 1 and T2 are much higher than those for the other eoudi tlons. To sI llily
the reasons for this phenomenon a group of calculation s was l J O III~ with p'lrl in d;lf
values of the coupling coefficients 042, etc.
2S 3 3.5
Wave Frequency (Rad/Sec}
Figure 4.8: Effects of au and bu , AI
Figu res 4.8 th rough 4,11 show the effect of a42 ere. on simulated roll alllp lit ll d, ~s
for the nomina l wave height of 4 em, All t he lines in these figures a rc 1,1.1aitl"' [
with a 43 and b43 fixed to be zero, but with changing values of ll42 and 1141. Tilt , s"Ii,1
line with " .. " denotes the roll amp litude with a42 = 0.774 and "42 = 0.1.",:1. t l., '
maximum values of these two coefficients in Table 4,1. The dash tine with ~tJ" is
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Wa"t: Frequency (Ra d.iSec.)
Figure 4.9: Effects of an and 6t 2• A2
obtained with aH = - 0.397 and 6n = - 0.385. the minimum values of a1 2 anrl bn •
The solid line with M+" is the results with aH '= b42 =O.
For conditio ns Al and A2. the graphs in Figu res 4.8 and 4.9 indicate tha t the
cffl'Ct of an and 642 is significant in the nonresonant regions; the largest difference
in the simulate d roll am plitudes for maximum and minimum values or U42 and 642
reach 2.7 degrees (at wave frequency of 3.61 rad ./ sec., Figure 4.9). In the resonant
region, 011 t he ot her hand, the simulated roll amplit udes are quite close to cuch
othe r, t he l arge~t difference is only 0.5 degrees, and occurs at wave frequency of
3.26 rad./scc . (Figure 4.8). This means that change in the values of a42 and h42
docs not affect roll amplitude very much in the resonant region for the conditions
Al and 1\2. These graphs also show tha t the effect of an and b42 is st rongly
nonlinear; i.e.• th e larger valuesof a t2 and 6t 2 res ult ill higher roll amplitudes in the
Wi
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I 12
.>e
10
t
~
& ~.. \ \
22 2.5 3 3.5
Wave Frequency (Rad.tSec.)
Figure ·1.10: Effects of lin and bu , '1'1
14
I 12 />e 10 // '\~J'5
'"
•• • •• ' . (I
22 2.5 3 3.5
Wa\CFrequency (RadJSec.)
Figure 4.11: Effects of a4 2 and 642, T'l
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nonresonant regions, but relatively low roll amp litud es in the resonant regions. The
roll amplitu des Ior 012 = 6.12 = 0 fa ll between those [or maximum and minimum
values of Ou and bu .
For condit ions T 1 and T2 (Figu res 4.10 and 4.11) , the roll amplitudes increase
with t he increase of t he vallies of 012 and b4~' In t he resonant region the largest
d ifference in roll amp litudes for t he maximum and minimum values of a42 and lJ.l2 is
1.7 degrees ( at wa.ve frequency or 3.08 rad. /sec ., Figure 4.10). This value is sligl.-ly
smaller t han that for t he conditions At and A2. In the nonresonant regions, the
largest di fference is 2.1 degrees which is slightly larger t han t hat for conditions Al
and A2. This impl ies tha t the effect of of 042 and b42 is slightly st ronger in t he
resonant region and slightly weaker in the nonresonan t region when the model is
biased towards the wave source compare d with that .....hen the model is biased away
from the wave source.
figu res ·1.l 2 th rough 1.15 show t he roll amplitudes for 0 42 =bH =0 but with
d istinctive values of 043 and b~3' The corresponding nominal wave height is also ·1
em. The solid lines with" * " in Figures 4.12 and 4.14 denote the roll amplitudes
for au =0.0573 and b~J =0.31, the maximum values of a4J and b4J for condit ions
AI and 'fl . shown in Table 4.1. In Figures 4.13 an d 4.15, the solid line with "
* .. represents the roll amplitudes for 04J =0.208 and b43 =0.861, th e maximum
values of 04J and b4J for position 2. The dash line with "o" shows the simulated
roll amplit udes for 0 0 = bn =0, th e minimum values of 043 and b43 in Table .1.1.
The gra phs for two sets of the values of a4J and b43 in Figures 4.12 th rough 4.15.
especially tho se in Figures 4.12 and 4.14, are so close to each other that it is hard
to lind the difference between t hem. This means th at the effect of a43 and b4J is
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1Or---~--~--~------'
2.5 3 3,5
Wave Frequency (Rad.iSec.)
Figure 4.12: Effects ora~3, b43 and 1\11 • AI
10r---~--~--~------,
~r
3.52.5°2!---7:------!---~----J·
wave Frequency (Rad.Sec.)
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Figure 4.14: Effec ts of a 4J , b43 and Ab Tl
14
I 12 ~B 10~~t~
°2 2 5 3.5
WaveFrequency (Rad/Sec.)
Figure 4.15: Effects of a 43, b~J and M2• T2
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app roximate ly negligible.
So fat, we can only conclude tha t the effect of the coupling terms , "SI""'i,llIy
those related to sway, in equa t ion (·1..1) have an elfl'ct on the rollmotion. hill Ilw
effect is not significant enough to ma ke the roll amplit udes for the conditions T l
and T2 almost twice those for conditi ons AI and '\2 . The rellla rkahl l~ dilr!,rt~' ll "~ i ll
roll amplit udes for different bias conditions [i.c. towards the wave sourer- or ,m'"y
from the wave source) shown from both the experi ments aud t ile simulnriou 1I111 s1
he mainly caused by other factors , such as rest raint etc ..
As was pointed out in the section 4.2, I\h is a moment due to the rclnt.ivc I U' il\'p
and its rest ra int. If we assume that t he rollana heave are uncou pled we G LIl n'm,,\"('
the heave restraint by sett ing M1 =O. This assu mption is made only for till' st udy
of th e effect of the heave restrain t It should not Ill: used ill the simulat.ion uf lUll
mo t ion because heave has an effect on roll, at least on both GZ am] tlisplil...-un-nr
[19J. The com parison between the roll amplitudes with and without heave ll'~t.rH illt
shou ld show the effect of the heave restraint.
Thus, a calculat ion based on the above consideratio n is done with (t ·11 = ",~ =
a43 = b~3 = 0 and M1 = 0, The results denoted by solid line wlth .. + " ; 1I ' 1 ~
shown in Figures 4.12 through 4.15. These curves indica te that ti le roll alll pl j t tllk'.~
wit hout heave restraint are up 10 ninty six percent lower than those in t ill: restr,lirwd
condition. In other words, t he heave rest raint could double response iUlIl,lilllll,'.
Compar ing these curves, one may notice an interesting result , l.o., t he magnillld l'
of ron amp litudes for the conditions of bias, towards and away from the waver souI"!:!)
ar e very close, for insta nce, the peak amplitudes for the condit ions AI, 1\2, Tl lUl.1
T2 arc 6.20, 6.39, 6.75 and 6.69 degrees respect ively. Th e closeness of tin: vahu!s
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of roll amplit udes for t he four conditions imply tha t the roll amplitudes for the
conditions of bias towards and away from the wave source will not be slgniflcantty
different if the heave is not restraine d. In the sense of t he effect of bias dire ction
(I.c., bias toward s or away from the wave source), the results from the simulation
arc in agreement with th e results from the unrestr ained wave tests presented in the
auction 3.4. The results from the unrestrained tests indicate U.at t he roll amplitudes
for the two biasconditions have no significant difference. Thus, it may be concluded
tha t the restraint in heave is mainly responsible for the phenomenon that t he roll
amplitu de are much higher when the model is biased towards the wave source
compared with those when t he model is biased away from the wave source.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and
Recommendations
Th is stu dy cons ists of three par te : the effect of biaJi angle all roll (\;l1l1 f1i ll~,
t he influence of bias angle and restraint on rolling motion , and a simulation uf I,l li'
asymm etric rolling motion of a biased ship model. Deta ils of these SLUllit 'S wi-re
presente d in Chapter 2, 3 and -\ respect ively.
From the results and t he discussion shown in the last three cha pters, t lw Iol.
lowing conclusio ns can be drawn.
Roll Damping in Calm Water
1. Th e de pendence of t he nondimcnsional equ ivalent linear dampi ng cod lil:il"ut
( E on th e bias angle varies from linear, in t he cases of M365 and M:Jfifi, to t Ill!
quadra tic , in the case of M363. This implies lha t th e cITed of bias all~lt~ ti ll
roll damping also de pends on t he hull form and its blas condition. (; c!II,:rally
speaking, ( 6 {or large roll amplitude increases as bias angle ine rcascs.
2. The viscous component of roll damp ing plays an importa nt part , cSI":t:ially
{or large roll angles.
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3. The nondimensional equivalent linear damping coefficient (E increases linearly
with the amplitude of roll angle.
Effect or Bias Ang le on Rolling Motion in Beam Wave s
(including the results (rom simulation)
I. When the ship model is unrest rained and Irec to move in all modes except for
drift and yaw ( which were loosely tet hered) the effeet of bias on the rolling
motion is fairly slight .
2. When the ship model is restrai ned in every mode but roll, the peak value of
roll amplit udes for the ship model biased towards the wave source is milch
larger than that for the model biased away from the wave source or in the no
bias condition.
3. When the pivot is placed at Position 1 the peak value of roll amplitudes
are only slightly different from that for the pivot at Position !!. T he reason
for this is probably that the distan ce between the two centers of gravity is
too smell. (T he definition of Position 1 and Position !! was presented in the
section 3.2).
4: The simulation using the roll equation only can approximat ely describe the
asymmetric rolling motion. The general trend of the response obtained {rom
simulation agrees well with that from experiments. However, the error is
significant, especially in the nonresonant regions.
5. Heave restrai nt has a significant etTecton magnitude of roll amp litudes .
ll5
As W<.Sstate d at the beginning of this thesis, this study is far from cmn plt'l., un.l
only meant to pave a way for furthe r research on the effect of bias angle. III f,lt·t,
t here is a lot to do in this field, Here arc some recommendations on the suhs"'lll"lll
work which can employ some of rosuhs of the present study.
First, t he cITed of bias angle 01' . roll damping needs further study. 'I'l l<'stlltly
should include two aspects. One is the effect of bias for a ship with ditfcn 'lIt hull
forms under different loading conditio ns, i.e. different natu ral frCtl"end. ,s alltl { ;~ 1s
because the effect of bias angle is also dependen t on these factors. The other is tIll'
study of coupled inertia moment and coupled roll damp ing of roll-sway aml roll.
heave for a ship in different bias conditions. These studie s arc expec ted t.1l prll\'i,l"
knowledge for the accurat e pred iction of the rolling motion of a biased ship.
Second, to develop a more sophist icated mathemat ical model to predict roll
motion of a biased ship, researchers should pay more att ention to tile dfl ~" l vI'
heave on roll. The study should be done not only on t be cITed of sway-roll <:lIul' liu!;
on the inertia and damping moments but the restor ing moment, IL is Tlutin ·,1 ill
this study and that in [19J tha t the effect of heave on restoring moment ]llays 1111
important role.
In the case of study with a restrained ship model, special l~Uc' l t i on 51",111,1 I H ~
paid to the effectof restraint, especially the heave restra int, which is fOllWI in this
study strongly to affect the values of roll amplitudes.
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